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THE TITHINGS OF CORNWALL 
by P. A. S. Pool, M.A., F.S.A. 

Tithing, Parish and Manor 
The object of this study is to investigate the organisation of medieval 

local government within the nine ancient hundreds of Cornwall, by listing 
and identifying their tithings, which were the smallest units of local admini
stration until superseded by the adoption of the equivalent ecclesiastical 
unit, the parish, for civil purposes. 

The County of Cornwall largely coincided in area with the 
Archdeaconry of Cornwall (one of the four archdeaconries of the Diocese of 
Exeter). Within its area the Hundreds of Penwith, Kerrier, Powder, Pyder 
and West largely coincided with the Deaneries of the same names. Only in 
north-east Cornwall did hundred and deanery boundaries differ markedly; 
the Hundreds of Stratton, Lesnewth and Trigg (themselves sub-divisions of 
the Domesday Hundred of Stratton) were divided between only two 
deaneries, Trigg Major and Trigg Minor, the boundary between which 
passed through the Hundred of Lesnewth; and the northernmost part of the 
Hundred of East was in the deanery of Trigg Major. 

But this close correlation between county and archdeaconry, and 
between the majority of the hundreds and deaneries, did not occur at the 
lowest level, between the tithings and parishes. There were many more 
tithings than parishes; 308 tithings were recorded in 1284,1 whereas the 
number of parishes (always difficult to reckon exactly because of the 
doubtful status of some chapelries) was about 200; Table 1 shows that the 
number of tithings was greater in each hundred except East, and often 
substantially so: 

TABLE 1 
Hundred Tithings, 1284 Parishes 
Penwith 27 24 
Kerrier 31 25 
Pyder 40 21 
Powder 53 34 
Trigg 36 12 
Lesnewth 22 17 
Stratton 23 11 
East 35 O

J 

West 41 19 

308 198 
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The tithings and parishes had little connection in names or boundaries; 
of the 308 tithings recorded in 1284, only 45 (15%) were places which also 
gave their names to parishes. These were (Perran)uthnoe and Ludgvan in 
Penwith; (Perran)arworthal and Mawgan in Kerrier; St. Issey, Crantock, 
P&dstow, Lanhydtock, PerraTYzabutoe a n d Wi\hie\ in P y d e r , Gonan, 
Tywardreath and Kenwyn (with Lamorran later) in Powder; Egloshayle, 
Blisland and Helland in Trigg; Trevalga, Poundstock, Lesnewth, St. Gennys 
and Otterham in Lesnewth; Launcells, Week St. Mary, North Tamerton, 
Stratton, Marhamchurch and Whitstone in Stratton; Calstock, Callington, 
Lawhitton, Landulph, Stoke Climsland, Landrake, Sheviock, Rame and 
St. Germans in East; and Cardinham, Lanreath, Pelynt, Liskeard, St. 
Winnow, Boconnoc, St. Neot, Talland and Bradock in West. Even when a 
tithing bore the same name as a parish, its boundaries might be very 
different; thus the tithing of Ludgvan in Penwith included part of the parish 
of Ludgvan, but also extended beyond it to include Breja in Towednack 
parish, and there were two other places in Ludgvan parish which gave their 
names to tithings, Truthwall and Collorian.2 Many parishes contained no 
places which gave names to tithings, and such parishes were comprised in 
one or more tithings named from places elsewhere. The tithings apparently 
antedated the parochial system and were based firmly on the earlier 
manorial one; where a manor extended into several parishes, its tithing 
normally did likewise. There are few records of the extents of tithings, as 
distinct from manors, but those which exist confirm the complete 
independence of tithings from parish boundaries. Thus the tithing of Tehidy 
in Illogan parish, Penwith, included also properties in Camborne, Gwithian, 
Redruth, Gwennap, Crowan, Phillack and St. Erth parishes;3 the tithing of 
Treleaver in St. Keverne, Kerrier, included properties in St. Martin and 
Manaccan parishes;4 that of Winnianton in Gunwalloe, Kerrier, included 
properties in Cury, Mawgan, St. Martin, Ruan Major and Mullion;5 and 
that of Bodannon in St. Endellion, Trigg, included properties in St. Teath.6 

The tithing of Binnerton in Penwith was in two widely detached parts; 
Binnerton itself is in Crowan parish, but the tithing included Lesingey, 
Kerrow Veor and Trewern in Madron, ten miles distant.7 

In such respects tithings normally correspond with their manors; when 
a tithing bore the same name as a parish, or followed the same boundaries, 
it was because a manor did likewise. A tithing and its manor were not, 
however, necessarily coterminous; Henderson indeed said that they were 
"hardly ever coincident",8 though this may be an exaggeration. He gave 
examples of such discrepancies in Kerrier; Treworvack was in the tithing 
but not in the manor of Tucoys;9 Meres, Trembel, Barrimaylor and Penhale 
were in the tithing but not in the manor of Winnianton, while Bochym, 
Tregowris, Engither and Carno were in that manor but not in the tithing.10 

The most likely explanation of such discrepancies was that the boundaries 
of tithings, being part of public law, became fixed and relatively inflexible at 
an early date, and were not usually affected by later manorial changes 
caused by such private acts as creations of sub-manors, amalgamations of 
manors coming into common ownership, and annexations by manors of 

2 Pool, 1959, 180. 
3 See Appendix. 
4 See Appendix. 
5 See Appendix. 
6 Henderson X X V I I 51. 
7 Henderson MSS HA/9 /20-22 . 
8 Henderson, Ecclesiastical Antiquities M S I iii (not in printed edition). 
9 Henderson X I V 47. 

10 Henderson I V 225. 
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land previously belonging to others. A manor and its tithing normally bore 
the same name, but not invariably; thus the tithing of the manor of 
Menheniot was called Tregrill,11 and that of the manor of Reskymer-
Meneage was called Treleaver.12 Sometimes manors and their tithings both 
changed names; thus the manor and tithing in St. Mewan called Trelewith 
in medieval times and in 1650 were in and after 1674 called Burngullow.13 

The close connection between manor and tithing, and especially the 
fact that most of the large and important manors were also tithings, led 
the writer to surmise that virtually all manors recorded in the Domesday 
Book would later be found as tithings, thus assisting in the identification of 
both manors and tithings. This expectation was much encouraged by a 
preliminary study of Penwith, where 12 of the 13 Domesday Manors are 
duly found as tithings.14 Unfortunately the corresponding figures for other 
hundreds revealed a lower correlation between the two: 

TABLE 2 
Hundred 

Penwith 
Kerrier 
Powder 
Pyder 
Trigg 
Lesnewth 
Stratton 
East 
West 

DB Manors 

13 
34 
51 
23 
30 
40 
30 
50 
50 

DB Manors found 
as tithings 

12 
11 
35 
16 
19 
17 
20 
27 
27 

% 
92 
32 
69 
70 
63 
42 
67 
54 
54 

321 184 57 

This shows that, except in Kerrier and Lesnewth, a Domesday manor was 
more likely than not to be found as a tithing, but the correlation is 
insufficient to be of much use for identification purposes, though the 
evidence of the tithings supports, for example, the identification of the 
Domesday Treuerbet with Trebarwith rather than Trebarfoote. The 
aberrant figures for Kerrier and Lesnewth probably reflect that 20 of the 
34 Domesday manors in Kerrier were originally sub-manors to Winnianton, 
only five of which occur later as tithings, and that Lesnewth had a very 
large number of manors for its small size and its correspondingly small 
number of tithings. 

Origin and Functions 
In origin tithings were not territorial units, but groups of men. They 

originated in Anglo-Saxon times, when the teothing or tithing (Latin 
decenna, sometimes tethingd) was a group responsible for the capture of 
criminals, without any element of suretyship, and apparently regarded as 
a tenth part of a hundred. The Normans extended and developed this 
institution to meet the needs of their own time, especially the prime need 
to keep in subjection a potentially hostile and rebellious people. Some time 

11 Henderson X X I 45-64. 
1 2 Henderson MSS H B / 8 70-71, 76. 
13 Henderson, M S history of St. Mewan, H P / 1 1 . 
14 Pool, 1959, 223. 
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between 1066 and 1100, most probably in the reign of William I , the rule 
became established that virtually the whole adult male population of 
England was obliged to belong to a tithing, the members of which were 
collectively responsible for apprehending and bringing before a court any of 
their number accused of crime; this system was known as frankpledge.15 

It was general throughout England south of the Humber and east of 
the counties bordering on Wales; in the frankpledge area the obligation was 
general on all males over 12 (or 14 according to some authorities) other 
than feudal lords, knights and their eldest sons, clergy, freeholders, those 
under mental or physical disability, and those in the 'mainpast' or personal 
suretyship of a lord as members of his household. Each tithing was led by a 
tithingman (decennarius) or capital pledge,16 who was elected annually by 
and from those liable to frankpledge in each tithing. The tithingman so 
elected was compelled to serve; thus from the foundation of the Duchy of 
Cornwall in 1337 this obligation was a standard condition of tenure for all 
classes of conventionary tenant, but not for freehold tenants,17 and 
doubtless this practice was continued from the Earldom and was general 
elsewhere in Cornwall. The election of tithingmen took place at the 
Sheriff's Tourn, a special bi-annual session of the hundred court at which 
the sheriff exercised a general supervisory jurisdiction over the keeping of 
the peace and, in particular, held the 'View of Frankpledge' to ensure that 
all men subject to frankpledge were duly enrolled in a tithing. This 
institution was governed by the Assize of Clarendon (1166), and the reissue 
of Magna Carta in 1217 provided that the Sheriff should not hold a Tourn 
more than twice yearly, after Easter and Michaelmas, and should hold the 
View of Frankpledge at the latter only. However, it became increasingly 
common for View of Frankpledge to be granted as a franchise to manorial 
lords, the administration of a tithing being then controlled by the lord's 
steward at a special session or 'Leet' of the manorial court, with similar 
jurisdiction and procedure to the Sheriff's Tourn. 

The Norman tithing, like its Saxon predecessor, was not an area of land 
but a group of men, in theory ten but in practice variable, having an 
administrative as well as an etymological connection with the hundred. How 
and when these groups became, in Cornwall at any rate, territorial 
subdivisions of the hundreds, is a matter of some mystery, though it is not 
hard to suggest the probable sequence of event. The police duties of the 
men in a tithing, requiring swift and concerted action if a crime was 
committed, meant that for practical reasons these men had to live reasonably 
close to each other. This probably led to a practice, and eventually to a rule, 
whereby all men subject to frankpledge living within a given area were 
enrolled in one tithing; and from there it would have been only a short step 
to consider the area itself as the tithing. It is clear and not surprising that 
in allocating such areas, great regard was paid to the main existing areas 
used in civil administration, the manors, especially as this apparently 
happened before the ecclesiastical parish system was in being. There is no 
doubt that by the end of the 13th century, as shown by the extracts from 
the Assize Rolls of 1284 quoted below, 'The Cornish Tithing was a piece of 
land and not an association of ten persons as it was elsewhere'.18 But it 
seems that this development was not peculiar to Cornwall: 

1 5 General observations on frankpledge here and below based on Morris, 1910. 
1 6 Also called headborough and (in Kent) borsholder. 
1 7 P. L . Hull , The Caption of Seisin of the Duchy of Cornwall, 1971, xxxiv, xl, and 

under individual manors. 
1 8 Henderson, M S notes on Assize Rolls, H C / 3 6 . 
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The tithing which is found in the shires of the old West Saxon kingdom in the 
13th century . . . was simply the local division elsewhere called the township, 
and the tithingman was a township reeve who had police and court duties.19 

'Tithing' was in the south and west a designation for a district and also for the 
frankpledge organisation of its inhabitants; whereas in the other frankpledge 
counties the vill was the district, and the tithing its inhabitants of a given 
frankpledge group.2 0 

Thus it seems that in Cornwall and adjacent counties the territorial tithing 
was the equivalent of the unit elsewhere called the township or vi l l .2 1 

Practical considerations would probably have required the division of a 
tithing into two or more parts, each with its tithingman; for example, if 
the tithing was very large (such as Pawton or Tehidy), or in widely separate 
parts (such as Binnerton). 

When the records first give details in the 12th century, they show that there 
might be more than one frankpledge tithing in the same vill or territorial 
tithing, and thus that, where the population was so large as to form an unwieldy 
police group, the personal nature of the registration permitted the creation in 
the hundred court of as many such groups as were deemed convenient.22 

No conclusive proof has been found of the formal division of a medieval 
Cornish tithing, either territorially or by multiplicity of frankpledge 
groups, though such multiplicity is suggested by the wording of a case in 
the Penwith Assize Roll of 1284 (no. 11, below), and the Roll of 1302 
suggests that some tithings were then divided territorially into smaller units 
called vills (p. 283, below). 

The strongest evidence for division of a tithing occurs in a much 
later document, the Duchy Survey of 1650. The medieval tithing of 
Climsland was largely coterminous with the parish and Duchy manor of 
Stoke Climsland. In 1650 this manor was divided into three tithings, Hant 
(now Hampt, anciently Hamet), Westland and Nordon, the division being 
on a territorial basis.23 This arrangement may date from medieval times, 
since in 1297 a tithing of Hamet is mentioned under Stoke Climsland 
manor,24 but the situation is complicated by the fact that there was another 
tithing called Hamet in the parish of Quethiock in the same hundred. 

Records of the operation of the frankpledge system, including the 
fining of tithings for breaches of police duties and other obligations, are 
found in several published 13th and 14th century documents,25 but perhaps 
the most informative records are the unpublished rolls of the Cornish Eyres 
of 1284 and 1302.26 The Eyre was an infrequent extra-ordinary session of 
the County Court under Royal Justices, whose investigations were of such 
depth and strictness that in 1233 it was recorded that the people of Cornwall 
all fled to the woods in fear of their coming.27 At each Eyre presentments 

1 9 Morris, 1910, 13. 
2 0 lb. 90. 
2 1 See H . M . Cam, 'The Community of the Vi lT, in Law-Finders and Law-Makers 

in Medieval England, 1962, 71-84; H . M . Jewell, English Local Administration in 
the Middle Ages, 1972, 60-1. Both refer to the responsibility of the vill to enforce 
frankpledge. 

2 2 Morris, 1910, 38. 
2 3 P R O E 317 Cornwall No. 40. 
2 4 L . M . Midgley, Ministers' Accounts of the Earldom of Cornwall 1296/7, I I , 1945, 

225. 
2 5 'Pleas at Launceston, 1201', in D . M . Stenton, Pleas before the King or his Justices, 

1198-1202, 1952, I I 30-177; Earldom Accounts, 1296/7 (see last note), I I 254-73; 
G . D . G . Hal l , 'Three Courts of the Hundred of Penwith, 1333', in Medieval Legal 
Records, 1978, 170-96. 

2 6 P R O , Assize Rolls 111 and 118 (transcripts by Henderson of Crown Pleas for four 
western hundreds only, R I C H C / 3 6 and 40). 

2 7 Annates Monastici (Rolls Series) I I I 135. 
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were made to the Justices at Launceston by juries from the Hundreds of 
Cornwall, and from certain boroughs with the privilege of separate 
representation, concerning all defaults which had occurred since the 
previous Eyre (i.e. in 1284 since 1269, and in 1302 since 1284). So far as 
concerns tithings and frankpledge, such defaults included all cases in which 
a crime had not been followed by apprehension of the criminal, with each 
tithing concerned carrying out its duties to the full. A tithing might be 
mentioned in these presentments as a result of a crime being committed 
within its boundaries, or by one of its members, or of its failure to pursue 
a fleeing criminal who passed through its area, or of its failure to attend 
a Coroner's Inquest when summoned, or of allowing a criminal put in its 
custody to escape. On such defaults being reported to the Justices in Eyre by 
the Hundred Juries, the tithings in default were fined amounts unspecified 
in the Rolls, even though the events in question might have happened 
years previously. The criminals whom the tithings had failed to take were 
recorded as having either fled and been outlawed, or taken sanctuary in a 
church and there abjured the realm before the Coroner, after which they 
had to leave the country forthwith; in either case their goods were confis
cated and the Sheriff of the time was held responsible for their value. 

The following cases from the Assize Rolls of 1284 and 1302 relating 
to the Hundred of Penwith are chosen to illustrate the duties and responsi
bilities of tithings:28 

1284 
1) Unknown malefactors killed Bonamy Jacob in the tithing of Binnerton. 
It is not known who killed her. The first finder [of the body] is dead. The 
tithings of Ludgvan, Roseworthy, 'Trevydo'2 9 and Connerton made no pursuit 
when the hue was raised, so they are fined. 

2) Hervey of Nancekuke, Thomas Germeyn his brother, and John the son of 
Richard of Redruth strove together in the tithing of Tehidy in the day time. 
John struck Hervey with a dagger in the stomach from which he died three 
days after. John fled and put himself in the Church of St. Euny [Redruth or 
I^elant]30 and there abjured the Realm before the Coroner. His goods were 
worth 3s. for which the Sheriff will answer. He was in the tithing [tethynga] 
of Haveloc of Tehidy, so he is fined. And as this happened by day and the 
tithing of Tehidy did not take him, it is fined. A n d Thomas Germeyn was 
present and did not follow him, so he is fined. And the tithings of Roseworthy 
and Connerton made no pursuit, so they are fined. 

3) Madoc the chaplain riding in the tithing of Ludgvan by the sea shore fell 
from his horse and drowned and was never found. Judgment of misadventure. 
The horse was worth 6s 6d for which the Sheriff will answer.31 

4) Denis [Dyonis] of Carrallack and William Maus [? Nans] were coming in 
a boat near the sea shore in the tithing of Kelynack, and when they wanted to 
land the boat struck a rock so that they both drowned. The first finder comes 
and is not accused. The boat was worth 2s for which the Sheriff will answer. 
John of Boscaswell, William of Bosworlas, Robert of Treworval and David of 
the same falsely valued the boat, so they are fined. 

5) Richard the son of Richard Y o u n g 3 2 [Iuvenis], Odo his brother, and Elger 
the son of Huweloc coming from the tavern of Michael the Gascon of Lelant 
strove together in the tithing of Ludgvan, so that Elger struck Richard with a 
dagger in the stomach from which he died two days after. And he fled at once 
and put himself in the Church of St. Euny [Lelant] and abjured the Realm 

2 8 Henderson's transcripts and partial translations, revised with occasional corrections 
from copies of original MSS held by Rev. W. M . M . Picken. Some of the cases 
have been shortened. 

29 Probably Trevethoe; Henderson suggested Tehidy. 
3 0 The crime was committed near Redruth, but the criminal seems to have fled 

westwards towards Lelant. 
51 The horse (and the boat in the next case) were forfeit as deodands. 
3 2 Preferred to Henderson's translation of Iuvenis as 'the Jew'. 
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before the Coroner. His goods were worth 17s for which the Sheriff will 
answer. And he was in the tithing of Ludgvan, so it is fined. A n d the jury 
falsely valued the goods and did not mention Odo, so they are fined. A n d 
John le Petit the Coroner did not attach Odo who was present. They say that 
he did not conceal himself, so nothing from his goods. And the tithings of 
Treeve and Drannack did not come to the inquest, so they are fined. 

6) Gervase the cook of Alan Bloyou, Roger Stinsange, Brian of Marazion, 
E v a his wife and Agnes Horsley were together in the tithing of Truthwall, and 
from old enmity Brian, Roger and the others killed Gervase, breaking his neck. 
They fled at once and are accused. Therefore they are exacted and outlawed 
and Agnes is exacted and waived.33 They had no goods, and it is stated by the 
jury that Brian and E v a were taken for the said murder and imprisoned at 
Launceston, where Brian died and E v a was acquitted before the Justices of 
Gaol Delivery. The tithings of Binnerton, Ludgvan and Gurlyn made no 
pursuit, so they are fined. 

7) John Baker [le Bacur] and William le Blunt, Welshmen, burgled the house 
of William of Penfonder and carried off his goods and at once fled and are 
accused. Therefore they are exacted and outlawed. They had no goods and 
were in no tithing because they were strangers [extranet]. The tithings of 
Loggans and Tregony did not take them, so they are fined. 

8) John son of William the Englishman [le Engleys] of Clowance threw a 
stone and by accident struck John the son of John Little [Byghan] on the 
head so that he died two days after. He fled at once and is accused. Therefore 
he is exacted and outlawed. His goods were worth 19s lOd for which the 
Sheriff will answer. He was in the tithing of Nicholas of Clowance, so he is 
fined. The tithings of Penberthy, Uthno and St. Michael's Mount made no 
pursuit, so they are fined. 

9) Robert the son of Richard of Treen and William of Treeve strove together 
in the Island of Scilly, so that William wounded Robert who came into the 
tithing of Trevedran and died four days after. William came into Cornwall 
and was taken, and by writ of the King was bailed until the coming of the 
Justices. He now comes and justifies the death and for good or ill puts himself 
on his country. And the jury with the knights elected for the purpose say on 
oath that William is not guilty of murder, so he is quit. 

10) Henry the son of Denis Ixrag [Dyonis Hyr] killed William Palmer 
[le Paum'] and when pursued at once put himself in the church of St. Michael's 
Mount and abjured the Realm before the Coroner. He had no goods. He was 
in the tithing of Odo of Trewarveneth of Alverton, so he is fined. 

11) John le Dunkyn, Robert of Pengersick, Robert the son of Robert of 
Treworek, and Martin of Brenyon were together in the tithing of Trevedran, 
and through strife between them the said Robert [? which] hit John on the 
head with a stick and Martin killed him. Afterwards Martin tarried in the 
house of Gregory his father for a month and more, being received in the 
tithing of Trevedran although the men of the tithing knew of his crime. Then 
the men of the tithing come and say that Martin was indeed so received by 
his father, but that they did not know of his crime. T o prove this they seek an 
enquiry, and now the jury say the same. Therefore the tithing is quit and the 
jury are fined for false presentment. Then it is shown by the jury that a long 
time after that year Martin beat Stephen the Shipman, on account of which 
Stephen with others came into the tithing of Ludgvan where Martin was, took 
him and led him to the sea shore in the same tithing and killed him there and 
at once fled. Therefore they are exacted and outlawed. Stephen's goods were 
worth 3s for which the Sheriff will answer. A n d the two Roberts now come 
and deny the death and put themselves on their country and are acquitted, but 
it is shown that they concealed themselves on account of the death, so their 
goods are confiscated for flight. The goods of Robert of Pengersick were 
worth 28s for which the Sheriff will answer. He was in the tithing of John of 
Pengersick, so he is fined. Robert of Treverek [sic] had no goods and was in 
the tithing of Matthew of Tregere in the tithing of Truthwall, so he is fined. 

12) James the clerk, Ralph the boy of Ralph a monk of St. Michael's Mount, 
and Nicholas of Penzance strove together, and James struck Nicholas in the 
stomach with a knife so that he died. He at once fled and put himself in the 

33 Exaction was a public summons to appear at four successive county courts prior 
to outlawry or (for female offenders) its equivalent of waiving. 
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church of St. Michael's Mount and before the Coroner confessed the crime 
and abjured the Realm. His goods were worth 2s for which the Sheriff will 
answer. Because this happened in the daytime and the tithings of the Mount, 
Truthwall and Lanisley did not take him, they are fined. Afterwards it was 
shown that James was in the mainpast of the Prior of the Mount, so he is fined. 

13) William the Englishman and Fabian the ploughman of Philip of Pulsack 
met in a field of Philip in the tithing of Connerton and, a quarrel arising 
between them, William struck Fabian with a sword and gave him many 
wounds so that he died four days after. He fled at once and is accused. 
Therefore he is exacted and outlawed. He had no goods, and was in no tithing 
because he was a stranger. The tithings of Alverton and Rosemoiran made no 
pursuit, so they are fined. 

14) Robert de Gylhogelyn entered the close of Peter of St. Merryn [de Sancta 
Marina] in the tithing of the Mount to mow grass. Richard Tobye tried to 
eject him, but Robert resisted Richard by force and abused him and struck 
him with a dagger to the heart so that he died at once. He put himself in the 
Church of St. Hilary and confessed his crime before the Coroner and abjured 
the Realm. His goods were worth 4d for which the Sheriff will answer. He was 
in the tithing of the mainpast of Peter of Nancekuke, so he is fined. The 
tithings of Trevedran and Mayon made no pursuit, so they are fined. 

15) The jury present that John Smith [le Goef] was indicted at the Sheriff's 
Tourn for stealing sheep and was taken and delivered to the tithing of Tehidy, 
but escaped from its custody. Therefore judgment against the tithing for 
escape. John fled and is accused, therefore he is exacted and outlawed. He was 
in the tithing of Tehidy, so it is fined. 

1302 
16) Richard Noreys and Roger Blewek of Selena fought together in Roger's 
house in the vill of Selena so that Richard killed Roger. He at once fled and 
is accused. His goods were worth 2s. He was in the tithing of Matthew of 
Alverton, so he is fined. Roger's wife Joan was the first finder and was 
attached34 by Edward of Bosorne and Thomas Weaver [Textor]. After it was 
found by the Coroner's Rolls that Richard had more goods worth 21s 9d. The 
Jury concealed these goods, so they are fined. And because this felony took 
place by day and the vill of Selena did not take Richard, it is fined, and the 
tithing as before. 

17) Roger Playz struck Henry Sauvage with a buckler in the vill of Lelant 
so that he died at once. Roger fled and is accused. He was in the tithing of 
William Prych in Ludgvan, so he is fined. Joan the wife of John Sauvage the 
first finder does not come though she was attached by Robert Sauvage and 
Peter Harvey, so she is fined. And because this happened by day and the vill 
of Lelant did not take Roger, it is fined. The tithings of Collorian, Ludgvan, 
Trevethoe and Gurlyn made no pursuit, so they are fined. 

18) Galfrid Garvisey of Eglosalou [Illogan] and Filomena his wife were 
together at a tavern in the vill of Eglosalou, and a quarrel arising between 
them, Galfrid struck Filomena on the head with a candlestick so that she died 
at once. Galfrid fled and is accused. Therefore he is exacted and outlawed. 
His goods were worth 16d. Filomena's daughter E m m a the first finder does 
not come though she was attached by John and Nicholas of Carvannel, so 
she is fined. The vill of Eglosalou did not take Galfrid when this happened by 
day, so it is fined. The tithings of Kemyel and Trevedran made no pursuit, so 
they are fined. 

19) The jury present that Gregory of Penzance and Laurence his son were 
indioted for stealing oxen, sheep and other things and are fled. They had no 
goods. Gregory was in the tithing of Alverton, so it is fined. Laurence was in 
no tithing because he was a vagrant [vagans]. 

20) Alan de Bloyou Rector of the Church of Ludgvan killed Michael le 
Messer in the vill of Marazion, and at once placed himself in his own house 
in Ludgvan, which is a sanctuary. The hue being raised, he was pursued and 
guarded by the tithing of Truthwall, but escaped by night from the custody of 
the tithing. Therefore judgment against the tithing and the Hundred of Penwith 
for escape. Alan at once fled, so his goods are confiscated for flight. His lay 
goods were worth 78s 4d for which the Sheriff will answer. And because this 

3 4 Bound over to attend the court. 
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happened by day and the vill of Ludgvan did not take Alan, it is fined.33 The 
first finder is dead. The tithings of Tehidy and Roseworthy did not come to 
the inquest, so they are fined. The jury say that Alan later returned and was 
received by Ralph de Bloyou who knew of the said felony, and that they 
remain in the country. Afterwards the Sheriff says that Alan is not found but 
has absconded, and the jury accuse him of the said murder, so he is outlawed, 
and it is found that he had more goods worth £8 6s. And afterwards the said 
Ralph died in prison. 

In the Assize Roll for 1284, the record of each case normally starts with 
a statement of the tithing within which the crime (or the accident in cases 
3 and 4) occurred; these entries, and the frequent references in both 1284 
and 1302 to Sheriffs accounting for the value of wreckage taken up in 
coastal tithings, establish the territorial nature of the tithings beyond all 
doubt. The tithing within which a crime was committed was liable to be 
fined if the criminal was not taken, but only if it took place by day (cases 
2 and 12). In 1302 crimes were normally recorded as committed in vills 
rather than tithings, and the vills were fined in the circumstances last 
mentioned (cases 16, 17, 18). The other liabilities of the tithings remained 
as before; thus in case 17 the crime was recorded as taking place in the 
vill of Lelant which was fined for not taking the culprit, but the tithing of 
Trevethoe (which included Lelant) was among those fined for not pursuing 
him. It is suggested that the imposition upon vills rather than on tithings 
of fines for failure to take criminals had the effect of dividing the tithings, 
and thus avoiding or at least mitigating the inconveniences arising from the 
existence of large tithings, as previously mentioned (p. 279). Thus in cases 
16 and 18, fines might more justly and effectively be imposed on the 
relatively small vills of Selena and Eglosalou (Illogan Churchtown), rather 
than on the large tkhings of Alverton and Tehidy of which these places 
formed part. Any vill or other area on which a fine was imposed must have 
had defined boundaries, to avoid constant disputes as to the people liable to 
contribute to the fines. In a case in Pyder in 1302 a murder is recorded as 
taking place "in the vill of Crou in the tithing of Ellenglaze" (in vill de 
Crou in decenna de Elynlas), strongly indicating that this tithing was divided 
into vills.36 

Both Assize Rolls normally state the tithing to which the criminal 
belonged, and in this context the tithingman is often named with his 
tithing, e.g. Haveloc of Tehidy (case 2). In that case the tithing was fined 
twice, once as the scene of the crime and again as the tithing to which the 
criminal belonged. In the record of this case the word tethynga is used for 
'tithing' in the latter context (fuit in tethynga Haveloc de Tihidi), and 
Henderson considered that this distinguished between personal and 
territorial tithings,37 but the roll normally uses the word decenna in both 
contexts and does not support this theory. However, the wording of case 
11 (fuit in decenna Mathi de Tregere in decenna de Treioat) does suggest 
that there could be more than one personal tithing in a territorial one. In 
case 8 the criminal is stated to have been in the tithing of Nicholas of 
Clowance (fuit in decenna Nichi de Clewynt); there is no other record of a 
tithing of Clowance, and this may be an instance of a tithingman being 
named without his tithing. Cases are recorded of criminals being in no 
tithing because they were strangers (two Welshmen in case 7, an Englishman 

3 5 The basis of this fine is not clear, unless it relates to the criminal being allowed 
to reach sanctuary at Ludgvan. 

3 6 If this is right, there was a four-tier system, county-hundred-tithing-vill; and a 
paradox whereby in some parts of England territorial vills were divided into 
personal tithings, and in Cornwall some territorial tithings were divided into 
territorial vills. 

3 3 Notes on Assize Rolls, H C / 3 6 . 
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in case 13), a vagrant (case 19), a clergyman (a Kerrier case in 1284), or in 
the mainpast of a lord either religious (the Prior of the Mount in case 12) or 
secular (Peter of Nancekuke in case 14). The inability of the frankpledge 
system to control strangers and vagrants was a serious weakness causing 
many problems; thus in 1284 the Pyder jury reported that a cattle thief had 
absconded from his tithing (demisit se de decenna) and wandered for two 
months through the whole hundred outside a tithing (vagans erat per totum 
hundredum extra decennam — the word decenna here apparently used for 
a tithing in its personal sense) before taking sanctuary, and the whole 
hundred was therefore fined. 

The Assize Roll of 1284 records the exemption of a tithing in Kerrier 
from attendance before the Sheriff's Tourn in the Hundred Court, by a royal 
grant of view of frankpledge to its Lord: 

Concerning withdrawals [of suit] the Jury say that the Tithing of St. Keverne 
[de Sco. Kierano] was accustomed to do suit to the Sheriff's Tourn twice yearly 
until thirty years since, when the tithing came into the hands of the Abbot of 
Beaulieu. The Abbot is present by his Attorney, who says that Richard 
formerly King of Germany and E a r l of Cornwall gave the Church of St. 
Keverne to the predecessor of the present Abbot, and afterwards King Henry 
the predecessor of the present King confirmed the gift; and he says that the 
King granted to the Abbot and his successors that they should be quit of suit 
to the Hundred and Shire and from Sheriff's Aids, and have Sok Sak T o l Team 
Infongenethef and Utfongenethef, and be quit of Hidages Geld Danegeld and 
Scutage, and have goods of fugitives and condemned men and fines of their 
own men, and be quit of all Tol l ; and he produces the Charter of King Henry 
which says the same; and he says that from the time of the Earl's gift and the 
King's confirmation the Abbots have held the said tithing, and there used the 
said liberties to the full. The Jury, asked if the men of the tithing are any
where in frankpledge, say that the Abbot has view of frankpledge over his 
tenants in the tithing, and that his men of the tithing are there in frankpledge. 
And they say that the tithing ought to come before the Coroner for inquests 
into homicide, and before the Justices for common pleas. So the Abbot is 
discharged indefinitely, and the tithing shall come in future before the Justices 
and Coroners. 

The abbot again claimed his view of frankpledge in the vill of St. Keverne 
at the next Eyre in 1302, as did William de Botreaux in his manor of 
Penheale, the Abbot of Clive in Poughill and Treglasta, the Burgesses of 
Helston in that borough, the Prior of Tywardreath in Fowey, the Prior of 
Launceston in the manor of Launcestonland, Richard de Grenville in the 
manor of Kilkhampton, the Prior of Bodmin in Bodmin, William de 
Stafford in the manor of Callyland (claim disallowed), Thomas de Prydyas 
in the manor of Truro, the Treasurer of Exeter Cathedral in his manor 
within the Sanctuary of Probus, and the Dean of Buryan in the vill of 
St. Buryan.38 

There was a surprisingly late grant of view of frankpledge at Tregrill 
in Menheniot. In 1436 Hugh Courtenay of Boconnoc, as feudal overlord of 
Tregrill manor, granted to John Trelawny (inter alia) view of frankpledge 
over that tithing, which thus became annexed to Trelawny's manor of 
Menheniot.39 This grant may have been invalid, as made by a subject, but 
if so it was legitimated in 1487, when Henry V I I granted to a later John 
Trelawny a fair, a market, view of frankpledge and a Court Leet within 
his manor of Menheniot.40 There is annexed to the record of the Tourn for 
East Hundred held in May 1488 a presentment to the effect that this grant 

3 8 Placita de Quo Warranto, 1818, 108-10, amplified by Henderson's transcript of 
Assize R o l l 118. 

3 9 Henderson X X I I I 19. 
4 0 lb. 21. 



had exempted Trelawny and his tenants within the Tithing of Tregrill from 
suit to the Tourn, payment of all dues to the Hundred, and from the obliga
tion to provide a tithingman.41 

Royal grants concerning tithings did not always give to a landowner 
view of frankpledge, and thereby virtual control of a tithing, as at St. 
Keverne and Tregrill; they might merely free an owner of land within a 
tithing from the obligation to provide a tithingman or to make other 
contributions towards the tithing. This situation is exemplified by two cases 
from the Cartulary of Launceston Priory. In 1273 John of Trelabe, a 
bondman (nativus) of the Priory, was elected tithingman for the tithing of 
Trefrize in East Hundred, but refused to serve and was in consequence 
prosecuted at the Tourn. The Prior claimed exemption, alleging that the 
property at Trelabe had been given to the Priory by a former Lord of 
Trefrize, Osbert de Bikelegh, in free and perpetual alms free of all secular 
service; that King John had confirmed this gift; and that no tenants of the 
Priory at Trelabe, Tregoilfe or Kersbrook, all of which were within the 
manor of Trefrize, had ever served in the office of tithingman. The tithing 
of Trefrize claimed that John, having been elected, should have served, 
but the jury at the Hundred Court found in favour of the Prior, discharged 
John, and fined the tithing for making a false presentment.42 Over a century 
later, in 1378, there was a somewhat similar dispute as to whether the 
Priory was obliged to provide a tithingman and contribute towards the 
burdens and expenses of the tithing of Climsland, in respect of some land 
in that manor which had been granted to the Priory by King John. The 
Duchy Steward, Robert de Tresulian, proceeded against certain tenants of 
the Priory to enforce this supposed obligation; the Prior appealed to King 
Richard I I who, having inspected King John's charter and taken the 
advice of his Council, ordered his Steward to cease distraining against the 
farmers or tenants of the Priory on the said lands, who should be free from 
serving as tithingmen or from contributing towards the tithing.43 

As well as their police functions, tithings were responsible for the 
maintenance of highways and bridges within their areas. Thus in the Assize 
Roll for 1302, the Jury for Penwith presented that "The Bridge of Belyn 
which the tithings of Ludgvan and Truthwall ought to repair is destroyed 
and broken" (the bridge over the Marazion stream between Rospeath and 
Truthwall). Other references to this responsibility of the tithings were 
collected by Henderson. The filthy state of the highway at Halmurfosse in 
the tithing of Landrake occupied the attention of three successive courts of 
the Hundred of East in 1389-90. At the Tourn in October 1389 the jury 
complained of the condition of this highway, which they said had been 
repaired from time immemorial by the Tithing of Landrake, which was 
accordingly fined. At the next court the tithingman appeared and claimed 
that the highway in question was not in his tithing, which had never 
repaired it. The matter was accordingly referred to a jury at the next court 
who found that the highway was in the tithing and had always been 
repaired by it; the tithingman was then ordered to repair it before the next 
court on pain of 40s.44 In 1430 complaint was made to the Hundred Court 
of Stratton by the tithingman of Hilton, that the highway at Burghlane in 
his tithing had been diverted from its ancient and rightful course by 
Thomas Half acre, to the damage of the lord of the tithing and his tenants: 

4 1 C R O C Y 7249. 
4 2 Henderson X X X I I 303. 
« lb. 301. 
4 4 lb. 265. 
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the jury, however, found that it had not been diverted.45 In 1520 the Manor 
Court at Menheniot imposed on the tithingman and whole tithing of 
Tregrill a time limit for the repair of all roads within the tithing which 
were out of repair.46 

A l l tithings, other than those such as St. Keverne which were specially 
exempt, owed suit of court to their Hundred; eight tithings in the Blackmore 
area of Powder Hundred also owed suit to the Stannary Court of Blackmore. 
Thomas Beare, in his MS 'Bailiff of Blackmore' (1586), stated that at the 
time of the Stannary Charter there had been 

eight gentlemen which bound their tithings wholly to appear and do suit to 
the said court at every law day, which as well have entered their fines then 
presently yearly to be paid for ever, as also 8 tithingmen to serve the court 
continually, to wit one tithingman for every of the said tithings, which have 
continued unto this present day in their full force, whose names and fines 
hereafter ensue, that is to wit: Trethewye 2s, Boswithgye 7s, Treverbin 6s, 
Predis (Prideaux) 2s, Trenance Austell 2s 4d, Tremodres 8s, Tregorreck 
(Tregarrick) 6s, Demilliak 5s, total 38s 4d.47 

G . R . Lewis states that in the Stannary of Blackmore, as far back as court 
rolls are extant (namely 1355), "the tithing men of eight tithings in the 
Hundred of Powder appear with their tithings to do suit and to present 
criminals, acting in this capacity as ex-officio bailiffs".48 The Stannary 
Charters of 1201 and 1305 make no specific mention of tithings or frank
pledge, but the later charter is believed to have been granted at the 
solicitation of the lords of the eight tithings named, and was kept in 
Luxulyan church tower in a coffer with eight locks, of which each of the 
eight tithings had a key.4 9 Lewis states that the Stannary Courts held two 
leets each year with view of frankpledge, and gives an instance of the 
tithing (sic, presumably tithings) of Tremodret and Tregarrick being fined 
for failure to repair a road at Roche.50 As late as 1687 the Stannary Con
vocation confirmed their ancient custom whereby the eight tithingmen of 
Blackmore had authority to summon any person within the stannary to its 
court, without any writ of summons.51 

The Extenta Acrarum 

The Assize Rolls and similar records mention tithings where events 
occurred during the periods covered, but do not include lists of the tithings 
of each hundred. Fortunately such lists are supplied for all the hundreds, 
with the areas of the tithings in Cornish Acres, in the Extenta Acrarum, of 
which two versions exist. The earlier version was made before Solomon of 
Rochester and other Itinerant Justices at Launceston in April 1284; the 
document was part of the records of the Eyre of that year, but the original 
is not preserved with the Assize Rolls in the Public Record Office, and 
seems to be lost. The text survives only as printed by Richard Carew, who 
states that it was received from his "learned and religious kinsman Master 
Robert Moyle".5 2 Carew's printed text is rather inaccurate, containing 
such errors as 'Naushike' for Nanskike (Nancekuke), 'St. Wot' for St. Neot, 
and 'Tauestok' for Calestok; these errors can normally be corrected with 
a high degree of probability, and suggested readings are given in the 

45 Henderson V I I I 153. 
46 Henderson X X I 58-60. 
47 BM Harleian MSS 6380 (copy at RIC), 4. 
48 G. R. Lewis, The Stannaries, 1908, 121. 
49 Bailiff of Blackmore (note 47 above), 5. 
50 Lewis, op. cit., 120. 
51 T. Pearce, Laws and Customs of the Stannaries, 1725, 59. 
52 R. Carew, The Survey of Cornwall, 1602, 39 (text, 46-9). 
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Hundred Tables. Also, Carew's total acreages for eight of the nine hundreds 
differ from the totals of his acreages for the tithings within them. The 
tithings are sometimes listed in approximate geographical order, but this 
is seldom sufficiently consistent to assist in identification. 

The later version of the Extenta was made in 1345, and forms part of 
a Survey of the Duchy of Cornwall by two of its officers, Hugh de Berewyk 
and William de Cusancia. Here again the original document is missing, 
and the text survives only in a 16th century copy at the Duchy Office; this 
is, however, much closer to its original than is Carew's printed text of the 
earlier version. The two versions of the Extenta are very similar, but differ 
slightly in the numbers, names and areas of the tithings; these differences 
are considered below. 

The following table summarises the two versions of the Extenta for 
all the Cornish hundreds: 

TABLE 3 
1284 1345 

No. of Total Average No. of Total Average 
Hundred Tithings Acreage Acreage Tithings Acreage Acreage 
Penwith 27 5324 19.7 25 5374 21.5 
Kerrier 31 3724 12 32 3634 

7234 
11.4 

Pyder 40 702 17.5 39 
3634 
7234 18.6 

Powder 53 7734 
4754 

14.6 54 769 14.2 
Trigg 36 

7734 
4754 13.2 35 4754 13.6 

Lesnewth 22 3374 15.3 22 328 14.9 
Stratton 23 3394 14.8 24 345| 14.4 
East 35 938 26.8 35 927 26.5 
West 41 377 9.2 41 3704 9 

308 4848 15.7 307 48404 15.8 

It will be seen that there is little statistical difference between the two 
versions, and that the average area of a tithing was about 15| Cornish acres, 
an average from which the adjoining hundreds of East and West deviated 
most, upwards and downwards respectively. 

Of the 308 tithings in 1284, 7 are missing from the list of 1345 (4 of 
these reappear in later lists); 6 new tithings appear in 1345, resulting in a 
net deficit of 1 only. Of tithings common to both lists, 13 have larger areas, 
and 13 smaller, in 1345. Those unchanged, apart from spelling of the 
names, amount to 276. Differences between the two lists are more common 
in West than in East Cornwall; 25 in the four western hundreds, and only 
14 in the five eastern. These changes may be studied in detail in the 
Hundred Tables, but we may examine those for two hundreds here. In 
Kerrier, the tithing of Luceas, listed in 1284, with 31 acres, does not occur 
in 1345 (though it reappears in 1650); Arworthal decreases in area from 
9 acres to 8, and Gwedna from 9 to 6; the total loss of acreage is thus 
35. But in 1345 2 new tithings appear, Merthen and Rosenithon, both with 
9 acres; Penryn increases from 31 acres to 24, and Godolphin from 13 to 
18; the gain in acreage is thus 26 acres, and the net loss only 9. Thus 
between 1284 and 1345 the number of tithings increases from 31 to 32, the 
total acreage decreases from 3724 t 0 3634, the average acreage per 
tithing falls from 12 to 11.4. In Trigg 2 tithings listed in 1284, 'Lannousun' 
and Trewornan, both of 18 acres, do not appear in 1345 (the inclusion of 
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the former in 1284 is probably a clerical error, as explained in the Hundred 
Table; Trewornan reappears in 1650). Tregardock decreases in acreage from 
16 to 15, so the total acreage lost is 37. But a new tithing of Treligga appears 
in 1345 with 18 acres, and Burniere increases from 2 acres to 21; thus the 
number of tithings falls from 36 to 35, the acreage remains at 475^, and the 
average rises from 13.2 to 13.6. 

These differences between the two versions of the Extenta doubtless 
arise mostly from corrections in the later list of errors, either factual or 
clerical, in the earlier one; but some may reflect actual changes in status, 
acreage or name between the two dates. Some tithings, which are not found 
in either version of the Extenta, are known to have existed at the time, from 
references in the Assize Rolls or elsewhere. These are noted under the 
Hundred Tables, but mention should be made of Domellick in St. Dennis, 
one of the eight tithings of Blackmore Stannary and mentioned in the 
Assize Rolls of both 1284 and 1302, but missing from the Extenta. 

One fact outstanding from the Extenta is the great variation in size of 
the tithings. The largest tithing in Cornwall was Pawton in Pyder, with 120 
acres; this was followed by Landrake and Sheviock (both in East) with 100 
each, Tregaire (Powder) with 93, Trematon and Lawhitton (both East) with 
80 each, and Tehidy (Penwith), with 70. At the other end of the scale, no 
less than 58 tithings contained 5 acres or less, and 20 of these, 2 or less. It 
must be emphasised that the acreages stated in the Extenta are 'Cornish 
Acres' which were large multiples of English ones; since the most recent 
investigation of the number of English acres to the Cornish acre concluded 
that, of various numbers between 40 and 200, the most likely were 64 and 
120,53 it seems unprofitable to consider the matter further. The acreages in 
the Extenta are quoted only to indicate the relative sizes of tithings, and 
not the actual area of any tithing. 

Instances occur in the Extenta of tithings named from two places; 
there are 8 such 'double tithings' in Powder, 4 in Stratton, 1 in East, and 2 
in West. They are considered individually in the notes to the Hundred 
Tables, and the places are normally identified as close together; thus Kestle 
and Corran, Treninick and Galouras, and Boyton and Bradridge, are in the 
same parishes and a mile or less apart. It is not easy to explain these cases; 
in 9 of the 15, the combined area is less than 10 acres, and these may repre
sent unions of two very small tithings to make one large enough to be 
viable. Where the combined area was larger, a very small tithing may have 
been joined to a larger one to which it was conveniently near, or associated 
in lordship. It is curious that, of the 30 places named in these cases, 15 
occur as single and apparently independent tithings in the Assize Rolls of 
1284 or 1302, often in both, and in four instances (Treworreck and Trewoon, 
Tybesta and Penkevel, Boyton and Bradridge, and Landulph and Leigh) 
both units of double tithings are separately named in both rolls; the last 
two pairs occur as four separate tithings in the Duchy Survey of 1650, Which 
normally lists the earlier double tithings by one only of their names. 

The names of a number of Boroughs are found in the Extenta. There 
was no uniformity over England in the liability of Boroughs to frankpledge, 
and this was certainly so in Cornwall, where three types of relationship 
between boroughs and tithings may tentatively be identified; some 
boroughs were outside the tithing system, some were themselves tithings, 
and some were in other tithings. A fully-developed medieval borough with 
a royal or comital charter was normally represented at Eyres by its own 
3 3 Hul l , Seisin (note 17 above), lix-lxii. 
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jury separate from that of the hundred; it was reckoned as being outside 
the hundred and thus outside the system of tithings. The Assize Rolls show 
that such boroughs had police duties similar to those of tithings, the 
responsible officer being a bailiff rather than a tithingman. The more 
important Cornish boroughs are thus omitted from the lists of tithings in 
the Extenta, in neither version of which are found Bodmin, Camelford, 
Fowey, either of the Looes, Lostwithiel, Saltash or Truro. When the names 
of major boroughs are found in the Extenta, this is normally because these 
were also the names of manors lying outside the borough bounds, as at 
Helston, Tregony, Penryn and Liskeard; thus also the tithing of Launcelond 
refers not to the Borough of Launceston, but to the rural manor of 
Launcestonland belonging to the Priory. Some boroughs, though, were also 
tithings; thus Mitchell, where manor and borough were coextensive, was 
separately represented at the Eyres both in 1284 and 1302, but nevertheless 
appears as a tithing of Pyder hundred in both Extentas and also in the 
Duchy Survey of 1650. St. Mawes and Padstow also, recognised as boroughs 
by c. 1306 at the latest, were listed as tithings in 1284, 1345 and 1650, with 
portreeves instead of tithingmen in the latest list. Finally, some small 
seignorial boroughs apparently remained subject to tithings beyond their 
limits; thus Marazion, a borough from 1215 at latest and incorporated in 
1595, was stated in 1580 to be in the tithing of the Mount; and at that date 
Lelant, a borough at least between 1297 and 1432, was stated to be in the 
tithing of Trevethoe.54 

Smoke Stiver and the Duchy Survey 
The Lordships of the nine Cornish Hundreds were all originally 

annexed to the Earldom of Cornwall, but at some date between 1227 and 
1243 Earl Richard granted to Richard Pincerna of Connerton the Lordship 
of the Hundred of Penwith, reserving to himself only one-third of the 
income from the Hundred Courts and like perquisites.55 The Lordships of 
the remaining Hundreds, and the reserved rights from Penwith, remained 
with the Earldom and were transferred to the Duchy on its creation in 1337, 
where they remained. The Lordship of Penwith passed by marriage from 
the Pincernas to the Lanhernes and thence again to the Arundells of 
Lanherne, with whom it remained from the beginning of the 14th century 
until the beginning of the 19th.56 The status of Penwith as a private 
Hundred, with its bailiff appointed by and responsible to the Arundells, was 
unique in Cornwall, but such arrangements were common elsewhere: in 
1274 30 of the 32 Hundreds of Devon were in private hands.57 In 1580 the 
Head Bailiff of Penwith recorded that it was his responsibility to account 
for one-third of the perquisites of the hundred court and of the smoke 
silver to the Duchy Audit at Lostwithiel, and for the remaining two-thirds 
to his master, Sir John Arundell of Lanherne, who also took the whole of 
the franchise income, notably that from wrecks throughout the hundred.58 

Smoke silver59 was an annual rent paid by each tithing to the Lord 
of the hundred, apparently by half-yearly instalments at the two annual 
Tourns in the Hundred Court. Thus at the Tourn for the Hundred of East 

3 4 Pool, 1959, 180. 
5 5 Grant printed (from 1579 inspeximus) by C . Bowles, A Short Account of the 

Hundred of Penwith, 1805, 29: the grantor's style indicates the date given, see 
N. Denholm-Young, Richard of Cornwall, 1947, 5, 9. 

66 Pool, 1959, 167-71, 175-8. 
57 H . M . Cam, The Hundred and the Hundred Rolls, 1930, 137. 
5 8 Pool, 1959, 206-7. 
5 9 Also called tithing valte (below), tithing penny, tithing call, law day money, cert 

money, common fine, headsilver, headpence, headmoney, chief silver, king's silver. 
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held at St. Ive on 6 October 1487, payment is recorded of a total of 
£2 4s 4d from the 27 tithings in the Hundred, the amounts per tithing 
varying from 6d to 6s M.60 For payments made by tithings in other hundreds 
we must pass to a much later document, " A survey of the nine Hundreds 
of Cornwall . . . being part of the late ancient Duchy there and parcel of 
the Possessions of Charles Stuart late Duke of Cornwall but now settled on 
Trustees for the Commonwealth . . . taken by Edward Hore George 
Crompton George Gentleman Gabriel Taylor and George Goodman" on 
31st July 1650;61 this was part of a survey of the whole Duchy made when 
the usurping powers were preparing to sell its properties piecemeal, but an 
attached note states that in counsel's opinion the hundreds were not legally 
settled on the trustees, and hence could not be conveyed to Capt. William 
Braddon and Ensign Thomas Sparrocke, who had contracted to buy them 
(and who were thus prevented from making an investment which they 
would have lost without compensation at the Restoration). The document 
states, "The Hundreds are subdivided into several tithings out of which 
tithings there is a yearly rent paid to the Dukedom of Cornwall known by 
the name of Tithing Valte alias Smoke Silver", and lists the annual smoke 
silver paid by the tithingmen of eight of the nine hundreds, adding details 
of the court perquisites and other income. Unhappily the tithings and 
smoke silver for Penwith are not listed, since "John Arundle of Lanherne 
claimeth to hold the said Hundred to him and his heirs with the Royalties 
thereto belonging except one third part of the perquisites of courts which 
he holdeth by Letters Patent from the late King (not produced) and for 
which he payeth yearly (as being the full of the said third part) the rent of 
£4". This suggests that Charles I had made a re-grant of the lordship of 
Penwith to Arundell; otherwise the document not produced must have been 
the grant made by Earl Richard more than four centuries previously. 

The omission of details of the Penwith tithings from the document of 
1650 is partly made good by the Penheleg MS of 1580, a "Book declaring 
the Royalties of Sir John Arundell of Lanherne in the Hundred of Penwith" 
written by the Head Bailiff, John Penheleg. This document survives in an 
18th century copy only, the full text of which has been printed,62 and 
which contains two lists of the tithings of Penwith, identical save for minor 
variations in spelling. One of the lists names places within some of the 
tithings, and the document formed the basis of a full discussion of the 
tithings of this hundred, and a tentative reconstruction of their boundaries.63 

Unhappily Penheleg does not list the smoke silver paid by these tithings, 
and this information is thus missing for Penwith, except for a few instances 
where it is available from other sources, as noted in the Hundred Table. 

It appears that the smoke silver paid by each tithing to the hundred was 
virtually fixed; thus, on comparing the payments from the tithings of East 
for a half-year in 1487 with the corresponding ones for a full year in 1650, 
the former are exactly half the latter in all but two instances, and the 
annual total for the hundred has increased by only 3s to £4 Us 8d (for 
details see the Hundred Table). Likewise Henderson records the half-yearly 
payments of smoke silver made by nine tithings of Pyder in 1539, and in 
eight instances the payment is half that for the full year in 1650.64 Similar 
comparisons over a shorter period can be obtained from a record of smoke 

<» O R O C Y 7249. 
« P R O E 317 Cornwall no. 1 (copy at C R O ) . 
6 2 Pool, 1959, 179-207; tithing lists, 179-81, 203. 
« lb. 212-24. 
6"t M S histories of St. Columb Minor, Crantock, Cubert, Colan (his source for this 

list of tithings has not been identified). 
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silver paid in 1605 from manors confiscated from Francis Tregian; 6s 7d 
from Rejarden in Kerrier (1650, 7s 8d), 6s 8d from half of Elerky in Powder 
(1650, 15s 8d from the whole); in both years 6s 8d from Trewirgie in 
Powder, and 8s from Digembris in Pyder.65 Changes were infrequent, small 
and upwards. 

Within the tithings, the smoke silver was collected from tenements, 
probably by the tithingmen twice yearly before each Tourn. In the very 
large tithing of Tehidy in 1603, 241 tenements paid 2d each, making a 
total of £2 0s 2d; places are recorded as paying 2d, 4d, 6d etc. according as 
they contained one, two, three or more tenements; the biggest payments 
came from Redruth town with 28 tenements paying 4s 8d, and Baripper 
with 10 tenements paying Is 8d.66 At Winnianton in Kerrier, an undated 
but 17th century 'Note of the Smoke Silver' lists 23 places paying a total 
of 9s 8d; there is no record of the number of tenements at each place, but 
20 places paid 4d and three paid more.67 At Bodannon in Trigg, the smoke 
silver was recorded in 1569 as 10s 5d from occupiers of 30 tenements in 
13 places; 20 payments are noted of 4d, which was clearly the normal 
assessment there per tenement, but payments of 6d, 3d, 2d and Id indicate 
a slightly more flexible system than at Tehidy.68 

Comparison of the amounts of smoke silver collected in these three 
tithings and those paid to the hundreds indicates a curious but consistent 
discrepancy. Thus the smoke silver collected from inhabitants of Tehidy 
was recorded as £2 0s 2d,69 but the sum paid to the Hundred Bailiff was 
£1 6s 8d only. At Winnianton, the total sum collected was 9s 8d, 
but that paid to the hundred in 1650 was only 5s Id, while at Bodannon the 
corresponding figures were 10s 5d and 6s 8d, so that in each case more was 
collected than was paid to the hundred. It is suggested that the smoke silver 
assessment for each tithing became fixed at a relatively early date, and 
was based on the numbers of tenements then in the tithings; as the 
numbers of tenements increased, the smoke silver collected within the 
tithings increased accordingly, but the sums paid over to the hundreds for 
the most part did not, the surplus being retained by the lords of the manors 
constituting the tithings, or possibly their bailiffs or tithingmen. At Caradon 
Prior the smoke silver collected was 6s., but only 4s. was paid to the 
hundred, "the other 2s. the tithingman is to take for his pains".70 At Corva 
in 1461 the tithingman was paid a stipend of 40d, double the smoke silver 
of 20d. paid to the hundred 7 1 

The Duchy Survey of 1650, supplemented for Penwith by Penheleg, 
enables comparisons to be drawn with the names and numbers of tithings 
centuries before, as recorded in the Extenta Acrarum, although direct 
comparison is not easy since the Extenta lists the areas of the tithings, 
and the Duchy Survey lists their smoke silver based on population. Thus 
in East Hundred the largest tithings recorded in the Extenta were 
Landrake and Sheviock. each with 100 acres; these tithings are also 
recorded in 1487 and 1650 as paying the most smoke silver from that 
hundred, but Landrake paid 13s. 4d. and Sheviock only 8s, suggesting 
that Landrake had been more densely populated at whatever date the 
« Henderson V I I 170. 
6 6 See Appendix. 
6 7 See Appendix. 
6 8 Henderson X X V I I 51. 
6 9 So in HB/5 /112 , but in H B / 5 / 1 1 5 as 33s. or thereabouts. 
7 0 C . E . Welch, 'A Survey of Some Duchy Manors', DCNQ X X X Pt. 2, 34 (early 

17th century). 
71 Henderson V I I 156. 
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smoke silver assessment became fixed. As a converse example, the tithings 
of Elerky and Bodrugan in Powder both paid 15s. 8d. smoke silver in 
1650, but the Extenta recorded Elerky's area as 42 acres and Bodrugan's 
as 9 only (rising to 12 in 1345), indicating denser population at Bodrugan 
at the smoke silver assessment date. Many similar comparisons could be 
made. Table 4 compares the lists as to the numbers of tithings in each 
hundred, and the totals of smoke silver: 

TABLE 4 
Hundred No. of tithings No. of tithings Total smoke Average 

1284, 1345 1650 or 1580 silver Smoke silver 
per tithing 

1650 
Penwith 27 25 25 
Kerrier 31 32 31 £8 2s 5d 5s 7d 
Pyder 40 39 37 9 19 l\ 6 1 
Powder 53 54 41 14 15 8 7 3 
Trigg 36 35 33 5 7 — 3 3 
Lesnewth 22 22 17 3 3 6 
Stratton 23 24 19 3 — 84 3 2 
East 35 35 27 411 8 3 5 
West 41 41 39 8121 4 5 

308 307 269 £57 8s 8d 4s 8d 

Thus Powder, the second largest hundred in area, in all lists shows the 
greatest number of tithings; and it shows the highest total of smoke silver, 
and also the highest average smoke silver per tithing, of the eight hundreds 
for which these payments are recorded. But the most interesting result 
of this comparison is a consistent decrease in the number of tithings from 
the early to the later lists, involving a reduction of 39 between 1284 and 
1650 (1580 for Penwith), a reduction especially marked in Powder (12), 
Lesnewth (5), and East (8). Even in such hundreds as Penwith and Kerrier, 
where there was little or no reduction in the numbers of tithings, there was 
nevertheless considerable change in their identities. Table 5 summarises 
the changes which occurred between 1284 and 1650 (or 1580): 

T A B L E 5 
Hundred No. of tithings, 

1284 
Lost Gained No of tithings 

1650 or 1580 
Penwith 27 5 3 25 
Kerrier 31 3 3 31 
Pyder 40 11 8 37 
Powder 53 21 9 41 
Trigg 36 3 33 
Lesnewth 22 5 17 
Stratton 23 10 6 19 
East 35 10 2 27 
West 41 3 1 39 

308 71 32 269 

Details of these changes may be found in the Hundred Tables, but we may 
examine those of two hundreds more closely. Thus in Penwith, the Extenta 
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of 1284 names 27 tithings; in that of 1345 2 of these are omitted, Trewinnard 
and Collorian, leaving 25. Penheleg in 1580 omits 5 more, but Trewinnard 
and Collorian return, and his list includes 3 tithings not in either Extenta, 
Kemyel, Rosemorran and Trevethoe, keeping the total at 25. In Powder, 
the Extenta of 1284 names 53 tithings, to which in 1245 is added one more, 
Killigrew. Of these 53 tithings no less than 21 are omitted from the Duchy 
Survey of 1650, which however adds 9 new ones (including Killigrew), 
making 41 in all. But, most surprisingly, the majority of these 'new' tithings, 
listed for Penwith in 1580 or for Powder in 1650 but in neither Extenta, 
seem not to be new at all, being mentioned in the Assize Rolls of 1284 or 
1302, or both. Thus of the 'new' tithings listed in 1650, in Penwith Kemyel, 
Rosemorran and Trevethoe; in Pyder Colan; and in Powder Nansough, 
Tolverne, Bohortha, Lamorran and Newham (and possibly Trevilian also), 
occur in the Assize Rolls both in 1284 and in 1302. In the present state of 
our knowledge, the omission of these tithings from both versions of the 
Extenta can only be recorded without explanation. 

The Extenta of 1284 lists no less than 71 tithings which do not occur 
in 1650 (Penwith 1580). One might expect that most of the tithings to 
disappear would be very small ones, too small to serve any useful purpose 
and prime candidates for amalgamation with larger neighbours, but in 
fact only half are in this category; 36 of the 71 had less than 10 acres in 
1284, 10 had from 10 to 19 acres, and 25 had 20 acres or more. The missing 
tithings include some large and important ones, and indeed the largest of all, 
Pawton. The following table lists the 25 largest missing tithings (there were 
none in Penwith): 

TABLE 6 
Hundred 
Kerrier 

Pyder 

Powder 

Trigg 
Lesnewth 

Stratton 
East 

West 

Tithing Acreagi 
Penryn 21 
Rosewike 30 
Helston 30 
(Rialton Parva) 57 
Pawton 120 
Cargoll 39 
Tregaire 93 
Tewington 33 
Boswithgy 20 
Moresk 36 
Blisland 33 
Helstone 57 
Bossiney 21 
Kilkhampton 68 
Penheale 36 
Calstock 27 
Callington 44 
Launcestonland 50 
Lawhitton 80 
Rillaton 20 
Climsland 50 
Trematon 80 
Bonyalva 20 

St. Germans 37 
(Perpol) 24 

error) 

error) 

Lord 
Bishop 

Duchy 

Bishop 
Bishop 
Bishop 
Duchy 

Duchy 

Duchy 
Duchy 

Duchy 

Bishop 
Duchy 
Duchy 
Duchy 
Duchy 
(annexed) 
Bishop 
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Thus of the 23 tithings recorded in 1284 (other than by clerical errors) 
as largest in acreage, and omitted from the list of 1650, 10 belonged to the 
Duchy and 6 to the Bishops of Exeter. It is suggested that at some date the 
Bishopric was granted view of frankpledge for all its Cornish manors, or 
reached some other arrangement with the Duchy whereby smoke silver 
ceased to be payable. So far as concerns the Duchy Manors, as the Duchy 
was itself Lord of all these hundreds, it would have made little difference 
if it retained the smoke silver as a manorial receipt instead of passing it 
to the hundreds. 

Decline of the Tithings 
The tithings, because of the great variations in their size and their 

tendency to have widely detached portions, were unsuitable and inconvenient 
as administrative areas; and when the question arose of seeking alternative 
sub-divisions of the hundreds, the solution was readily to hand of using 
for civil purposes the parishes, the sub-divisions of the ecclesiastical 
deaneries. 

The parishes tended to be less variant in size and more evenly 
distributed than the tithings. It is difficult to give a full account of the 
decline of the tithing as an administrative unit, since this was a long and 
obscure process, but its effect was to transfer the functions of the tithings 
to the parishes, which thus became (as they still are) the smallest units of 
civil as well as of ecclesiastical administration, sub-divisions of the 
hundred as well as of the deanery. 

The earliest recorded use of the parish for civil purposes was in 
connection with taxation. The smallest unit for assessment and collection of 
property taxes in England generally in the 13th and 14th centuries was 
the vill or township, so that one might expect to find the tithing, as the 
equivalent unit, so used in Cornwall and adjacent counties. Nationally, the 
parish was first used for this purpose in 1340/1, an example followed in 
1371 and 1428.72 But in Cornwall this change occurred earlier; the Lay 
Subsidy Roll of 1327 listed the individuals assessed under their parishes, 
and in the territorial assessment of 1334 (which became as it were fossilised 
and continued in use for three centuries) 198 of the 225 units (88%) were 
parishes, the others being 7 Duchy manors, 18 boroughs, and 2 vills. In 
the corresponding list for Devon, 582 of the 682 units (85%) were tithings.73 

The Assize Rolls for the Eyre of 1302, quoted earlier, show that at 
the beginning of the 14th century the frankpledge and tithing system was 
still in full operation, with tithingmen performing police funotions 
throughout Cornwall except in boroughs, and the tithings being amerced 
for failure to meet collective obligations. The Penwith Hundred Court 
records of 133374 show that this was still so thirty years later; they deal 
with the routine operation of the system, as opposed to the lapses and 
defaults which were the concern of the Eyre Justices, and show the tithings 
making presentments to the courts in criminal matters and being fined for 
making false presentments, or failing to produce offenders whose arrest had 
been ordered. And yet we shall see that by the end of the 14th century the 
system had virtually broken down, that the remaining duties of the tithing 
were performed by the tithingman alone, who was himself largely superseded 

7 2 Jewell, op. cit. (note 21 above), 108-9. 
73 N . J . G . Pounds, 'Taxation and Wealth in Late Medieval Cornwall', JRIC 1970 

162 (Cornwall and Devon). 
74 Note 25 above. 
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by the constable, and that the tithing had became a manorial rather than 
national concern. 

The origin of the office of constable, its supercession or absorption of 
that of tithingman, and its eventual association with the parish, are 
matters of some obscurity. The office apparently originated with legislation 
of 1242 and 1285, and was originally associated with the vill or tithing 
rather than the parish, the terms constable and tithingman being often 
regarded as equivalent.75 More legislation came in 1328, and later develop
ments have been summarised thus: 

The constable united in himself two quite distinct offices, that of headborough, 
borsholder or tithingman, . . . and a more modern one originating in the 14th 
century legislation . . . The more ancient office became merged in the less 
ancient position, while the title of the former eventually came to be applied 
to a sort of assistant to the latter. In some places the words constable and 
headborough are taken as quite synonymous, and are used indiscriminately of 
the same person. And somehow or other the constable, originally an officer 
either of the manor or of the township or tithing, became by consent the 
principal executive authority in the parish on which so many duties were laid 
by legislation in Tudor and Stuart times.76 

This is confirmed by the Webbs: 
The constable had historically little or no connection with the parish as such. 
Originally an officer of the manor, or possibly of the vill or tithing, and never 
expressly transferred to the parish, he continued right down to the reign of 
Victoria, in some parts of England (especially in the northern counties) to be 
appointed at the court leet, for an area which was often not identical with a 
whole parish.77 

They further state that when in the 17th century many leets ceased to be 
held, or to appoint constables, an Act of 1662 empowered Justices of 
the Peace to appoint them, and that they habitually did so for the parish, as 
the unit with which they were most familiar, especially in the south of 
England. 

It is clear that there was no uniformity over the country, and Carew 
states that in Cornwall in 1602 every parish had at least one constable, and 
the larger ones up to four.78 Certainly in Cornwall any arrangement whereby 
tithingmen acted as assistants to parish constables would have been 
inconvenient, as the tithingman had authority only within an area that 
seldom coincided with a parish. 

It may be that the great mortality and social chaos caused by the 
Black Death in 1348/9 was an important factor in the decline of the 
surety element of the tithing; certainly the enrolment of men in tithings 
and election of tithingmen must have ceased in many places for some time. 
In 1362 legislation established a system of Justices of the Peace with 
regular Quarter Sessions, an innovation regarded by Morris as crucial in 
the decline of the tithings: 

These quarterly sessions in each county soon sapped what vitality remained in 
frankpledge. So long as presentments of ordinary offences were made chiefly 
by the capital pledges in the tourn and the leet, it was necessary at least to 
go through the form of putting men in tithings that there might be capital 
pledges; but, when the peace might be maintained through courts held by 
special royal commissioners without any necessary attachment to the older 
local methods of the tourn, the capital pledge, with whom the duty of 
prosecuting crime had mainly rested, declined in importance. As the new 
jurisdiction gained at the expense of the older one, the heads of tithings tended 

7 5 H . M. Cam, The Hundred and the Hundred Rolls, 1930, 188-94. 
7 6 W. E . Tate, The Parish Chest, 3rd edn. 1969, 176. 
7 7 B. & S. Webb, The Parish and the County, 1906, 27. 
78 Carew, Survey of Cornwall, 1602, 86. 
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to lose their national significance and to retain importance in local matters 
only . . . As a surely system, frankpledge declined rapidly in the 14th century. 
Not only did a dependence on constables and tithingmen to make arrests and 
lead offenders to a prison tend to free the tithing from its old duty of producing 
its members for trial, but the practice of substituting for the Justices in Eyre 
commissions of Gao l Delivery, Oyer and Terminer, and Justices of the Peace, 
displaced the old-time medium through which was collected from the tithing 
the now nominal payment for failure to perform such service . . . Even before 
the era of the Quarter Sessions begins it is apparent that the maintenance of 
tithings is really a manorial and not a national affair. As the peasants purchased 
exemption from their other servile burdens or secured commutation of them, 
it was no longer possible to hold them to the ancient obligations of the 
tithing . . . It seems almost certain that before the end of the 14th century men 
were no longer put in tithing at the tourn. 7 9 

In 1461 a statute required the Sheriff to bring all presentments made in 
his tourn before the Justices of the Peace at their next sessions, and 
thereafter the ancient system of tithingmen answerable to the Sheriff in 
tourn must for all practical purposes have been replaced by the new one 
of parish constables answerable to the Justices in Quarter Sessions. Tourns 
continued to be held at least until the end of the 15th century, but were 
apparently mostly formal; the records of four tourns held in the hundred 
of East in 1487-9 show little business beyond the collection of smoke silver 
from each tithingman, and the levying of a formal fine on each tithing for 
not attending fully, i.e. with all its members.80 There is a surprisingly late 
reference to the actual enforcement of frankpledge in Cornwall, as distinct 
from the continued existence of tithings. In 1588 the leet of Trelawne and 
Talland fined seven men of the latter for "inhabiting within the precinct of 
this view of frankpledge for the space of a year and a day without swearing 
allegiance to the Queen",81 but it was Armada year and this may be an 
instance of the resurrection of an archaic law to supervise suspicious 
persons at a time of national peril. 

The transfer from tithings to parishes of responsibility for highways is, 
when compared with that of police functions, simple and well documented; 
it was carried out by the Highway Act of 1555. Other Tudor legislation, 
starting in 1536 and culminating in 1601, established the Poor Law firmly 
on a parochial basis, but this seems not to have been a former responsibility 
of the tithings, since the relief of the poor, with its religious and charitable 
implications, had always been the concern of the church. But by the 
beginning of the 17th century, at the latest, the parish was firmly established 
as the smallest unk of civil as well as of ecclesiastical administration; it 
performed its ecclesiastical functions through its Minister and Church
wardens and its civil ones through its Constables, Surveyors of Highways, 
and Overseers of the Poor, a system which was to survive until the 
institution of modern local government in the 19th century. 

One result of this replacement of tithings by parishes as sub-divisions 
of the hundreds was to render highly inconvenient and anomalous the 
few instances of division of a parish between two hundreds. So long as the 
tithing was the unit of the hundred, it scarcely mattered that an 
ecclesiastical parish lay astride the boundaries of two civil hundreds; for 
civil purposes such parishes would be comprised in one or more tithings of 
each hundred, and for church purposes the parish would belong wholly to 
the deanery corresponding to one of the hundreds, normally that containing 
the church. But when the parish became the unk of the hundred as well as 
of the deanery, much inconvenience and uncertainty would have resulted 

7 9 Morris, 1910, 154-6. 
8° C R O C Y 7249-50. 
si Henderson X I X 224. 
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from having parishes divided between two hundreds, and boundary changes 
were needed, and in fact made, so that the bounds of the hundreds 
coincided with those of their parishes and so, in most cases, with those of 
the deaneries. The divided parishes are listed below: 

TABLE 7 

Parish 

1. Illogan 

2. Crowan 

3. Gwennap 

4. St. Enoder 

5. Menheniot 

6. Marhamchurch 

7. Warbstow 

8. Alternun 

9. Laneast 

Main hundred 
and tithings 
Penwith 
(Tehidy) 
Penwith 
(Binnerton) 

Kerrier 
(Tolgullow, 
Pesignance) 

Pyder 
(Trewinnian, 
Burthy Rowe) 
East 
(Tregrill, 
Penhawger) 
Stratton 
(Marhamchurch, 
Hilton, Beer, 
Harlake (1650)) 
Lesnewth 
(Downinney) 
Lesnewth 
(no tithings) 

East 
(Trekenner, 
Assize Roll 
only) 

Second hundred 
and tithings 
Pyder 
(Nancekuke) 
Kerrier 
(no tithings) 

Penwith 
(no tithings) 

Powder 
(Arrallas, 
Burthy Brune) 
West 
(Cartuther, 
Trethew) 
Lesnewth 
(Whalesborough) 

Stratton 
(Fonston) 
East 
(Tredaule, 
Trevague) 
Lesnewth 
(no tithings) 

Boundary of 
hundreds 
Portreath 
stream 
Crenver, 
Churchtown, 
Beacon 
Small area near 
Scorrier in 
Penwith 
(Tehidy tithing) 
See below 

Seaton River 

Bude stream, 
thence to sea 
N of Whales-
borough 
N E of parish 
to Stratton 
SE of parish to 
East 

SW of parish 
to Lesnewth 

Of the above, nos. 1 — 3, involving Penwith, have previously been discussed 
by the present writer.82 Nos. 1, 2 and 4 were mentioned by Tonkin83 and 
may have survived, perhaps in theory only, until the 18th century. For no. 3, 
the only authorities are Penheleg and the Tehidy smoke silver list.84 No. 5 
was briefly noted by Henderson.85 Nos. 6, 7 and 8 seem to be hitherto 
unrecorded. No. 9 survived into the 19th century and seems to be recorded 
by Wallis and Henderson only.86 In five of the nine cases, the division of 
the parish between two hundreds can be proved by the existence within the 
parish of places naming tithings in each hundred. 

8 2 Pool, 1959, 224-8. 
8 3 T . Tonkin, M S Parochial History at R I C , I 6 (Illogan), 245 (Crowan), 317 (St. 

Enoder). 
8 4 Pool, 1959, 203. See also Appendix, below. 
8 5 Ecclesiastical Antiquities M S I iii (not in printed edition). Also M S East Cornwall 

Topography, 1. 
8 6 J . Wallis, Cornwall Register, 1847, 274. Henderson, MS East Cornwall, 235. 
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We may examine one such parish as an example. St. Enoder is normally 
regarded as a parish in the hundred and deanery of Pyder, but the division 
between Pyder and Powder hundreds is proved by the listing of two tithings 
from each (Trewinnian and Burthy Rowe, Arrallas and Berthy Brune) in 
the Extenta; the Pyder part of the parish also included parts of the tithings 
of Mitchell, Rial ton and Degembris.87 The subsidy roll of 1327 and the 
assessment of 1334 both list St. Enoder among the Pyder parishes, but both 
include among those of Powder Arrallas, representing the part of the parish 
in that hundred. Tonkin mentions that part of the parish was in Powder, 
but states that it was wholly rated to Pyder.88 The maps of Martyn (1747) 
and Greenwood (1827) show the division of the parish as still existing, with 
the hundred bound following the main road from Mitchell to Fraddon, but 
Wallis stated in 1816 that the division was not then recognised, the parish 
having been for many years regarded as belonging wholly to Pyder.89 

Henderson showed that the hundred bound followed the road only as far 
east as Summercourt, whence it diverged to the south, passing between 
Berthy Rowe and Berthy Brune to the Fal at Retew,90 a statement based on 
and confirmed by the Extenta, which lists Berthy Rowe tithing in Pyder and 
Berthy Brune in Powder. The Manor of Burthy, being thus in two hundreds, 
named a tithing in each, as occurred further west where the Manor of 
Cargoll was divided between the same hundreds. 

The tithings also provide evidence for some of the even more 
anomalous divisions of certain parishes between the counties of Cornwall 
and Devon, which survived until the 19th century. Thus Maker parish 
contained two tithings, Insworke in East Hundred, Cornwall, and 
Vaultershome in Roborough Hundred, Devon, the latter including Maker 
church and Mount Edgecumbe.91 Further north Bridgerule and Boyton 
parishes were divided between the two counties, the Tamar constituting the 
boundary. Boyton included the tithings of Curry, Boyton and Bradridge, and 
possibly Beer, all in Stratton Hundred, Cornwall; the part east of the Tamar 
constituted the tithing of Northcott in Black Torrington Hundred, Devon.92 

The same Devon hundred included the tithing of Bridgerule; the Cornish 
part of that parish in Stratton hundred contained no place naming a tithing, 
but the division of the parish is well attested, dating at least from 1086 when 
Domesday recorded Tackbear as a Cornish manor.93 The parish of North 
Tamerton, likewise divided by the Tamar, seems to have been regarded as 
wholly Comish.94 Its three tithings, Willsworthy, Tamerton and Hornacott, 
are all in Stratton hundred and on the west bank; the part of the parish on 
the east bank, known as Vacye, is not found as a tithing of either county. 

If by c. 1500 the tithings had lost their public significance as 
administrative units, and the tithingmen their duties as peace officers, both 
tithings and tithingmen continued for two centuries more to play a role in 
manorial administration. After tourns ceased to be held, probably at some 
time in the 16th century, all tithingmen were elected at the post-Michaelmas 
sessions of the manor courts, even where the manors had not enjoyed view 
of frankpledge in medieval times. Tithingmen were seemingly appointed in 
the 16th and 17th centuries by some manors which had not been medieval 

8 7 MS history of St. Enoder, map. 
8 8 Note 83 above. 
8 9 J . Wallis, Index to Martyn's Map, 1816, 87. 
9 9 Henderson, MS Powder Topography, 1. 
9 1 Wallis, Cornwall Register, 299; Carew, Survey, 102. Vaultershome is not among 

the tithings of Devon listed by T . Risdon, Survey of Devonshire, 1723 edn. 11-34. 
92 Wallis, Cornwall Register, 248; Risdon, op. cit., 13, 295. 
9 3 Wallis, op. cit., 247; Risdon, op cit., 13, 298. 
9 4 Wallis, op. cit., 250. 
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tithings; thus Polharmon in Powder is recorded as appointing tithingmen 
only between 1569 and 1583,95 and Polveithan in West only between 1696 
and 1700.95 Sometimes, following amalgamations or annexations of manors, 
one court appointed two tithingmen: thus a combined court for the manors 
of Trenowth and Trewirgie in Powder appointed separate tithingmen for 
each in 1516-22, 1527 and 1588,97 and at Trelawne in West the court 
appointed separate tithingmen for Trelawne and its annexed manor of 
Talland in 1586-9, 1623 and 1628-9.98 

The duties of a manorial tithingman are described in a list of the 
customs of the manor of Cuddenbeak in East dated c. 1590: 

At each Michaelmas Law Court the Homage shall choose one of the tenants 
in conventionary to be Tithingman for the Manor, and he to be sworn to 
execute all assaults, affrays, weapons drawing, bloodsheds, unlawful games and 
all other things presentable, and to summon attach and distrain all persons 
upon all personal actions, to receive and levy all fines and issues (saving the 
high and customary rents) and to deliver the same to the Reeve: and the said 
Tithingman to be next year chosen and sworn Reeve and so to gather all the 
stent rents and make a true account before the L o r d . " 

It was thus customary at Cuddenbeak for the tithingmen to serve as Reeve 
the year after; the offices were normally distinct, but instances are found of 
their being held simultaneously by the same man. This happened at Lucyas 
in 1574 and the next two years with three different men, showing that it 
may there have been the manorial custom.100 At Tehidy, a document of 
c. 1614 shows that the bailiff of the manor acted as tithingman also, and that 
those liable to pay smoke silver made additional payments in kind: 

Smoke silver . . . be duly gathered . . . twice yearly to 33s. or thereabouts, which 
the bailiff is to collect yearly at Michaelmas and to discharge the tithing 
against the Lord of the Hundred of Penwith for 26s 6d payable for smoke 
silver yearly to the said hundred, and for the suit and service to be done yearly 
at the said hundred court by the tithingman of this manor. Item, by the custom 
of Hugonanes the bailiff of this manor is to have a loaf of bread yearly at 
Christmas for the Lord's hounds of every place where smoke silver is paid, 
and a truss of corn at harvest, viz. nine sheaves of every kind of grain, for 
levying and following hue and cry and for discharging them at the hundred 
court of the office of tithingman.101 

At Domellick the offices of reeve and tithingman were normally distinct, 
but in 1716 Richard Hawkey, who had been reeve since 1701, became 
tithingman also, and held both offices for the next three years.102 

Whereas in medieval times at the annual election of tithingman care 
had been taken to elect the most suitable man for the position, in the 16th 
century and later it came to be held by manorial tenants in rotation, as an 
obligation of their tenure. At Burngullow twelve tenements were charged 
with this obligation in regular rotation — Retannon, Higher Treloweth, 
Bosinver, Harry's and Hendy's Tenements in Burngullow, Ninnis, Sticker, 
George's Tenement in Burngullow, Nanphysick, Tregonhenwyn, Trewarras, 
and Lower Treloweth. This number was never increased or diminished, 
whereas the number of properties charged with the duty of supplying a 
Reeve was liable to increase by annexations. There was thus a regular 
twelve-year cycle of appointments, so that Richard May of Hendy's Tene-

95 Henderson, notes on Kendall of Pelyn, I I 33-8. 
% Henderson X I X 331. 
9 7 Henderson V I I 157-65, I 36. 
9 8 Henderson X I X 220-6. 
9 9 Henderson X X I V 64. 

1 0 0 Henderson X V I I 62-3. 
tot Henderson M S S H B / 5 / 1 1 5 . 
102 Henderson M S S H K / 3 / 2 2 . 
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ment was Tithingman in 1678 and 1690, and Andrew Stote of Tregonhenwyn 
in 1683 and 1695.103 In a larger manor, such as Domellick, the greater 
number of tenements resulted in a much longer cycle of appointment; thus 
the tenants of various properties at Menna held the office successively in the 
years 1680-84, to be followed by tenants from Trelaver, Carsella, Trerice, 
Ennis Vean and Veor, Domellick, Fenrose Vean and Veor, Enniscaven, 
Gothers Vean, and Carnegga, followed by those from Menna again in 1708-
11, none of these being the same people who had held the office earlier.104 

Sometimes a manor which itself had no tithing was obliged to provide a 
tithingman for another manor; thus the Manor of Tremollet in North Hill 
was held of the Manor of Rillaton, and in every seventh year a tenant of 
Tremollet (chosen in rotation) was obliged to serve as tithingman for 
Rillaton.105 Sometimes differences arose as to whether a property was 
obliged to supply a tithingman; thus in 1681 a note in the Winnianton court 
book stated that Namplough, Lampra mill alias Bochym mill, Trembel and 
Penhale refused to do the office of tithingman or to pay the King's dues 
(presumably smoke silver); the Steward made a note to search the rolls on 
this point, and evidently the liability was established in at least two cases, 
since Namplough provided a tithingman in 1687 and Lampra mill in 1695.106 

Those recorded as holding office as tithingmen in the 17th century and 
later included many who in medieval times would have been exempt from 
frankpledge as being freeholders, lords, priests or women. The custom of 
Cuddenbeak Manor quoted above states that the tithingman was there 
chosen from the conventionary tenants, but there are many examples from 
elsewhere of freehold tenants holding the office; thus Henderson stated that 
of the twelve tenements liable to provide tithingmen at Burngullow, four 
were free, four conventionary and four uncertain;107 that at Winnianton the 
tithingman was generally chosen from the free tenants (the reeve always 
from the conventionary);108 and that the three tithingmen of Binnerton in 
1699 and the two succeeding years were all free tenants.109 

Rank and status brought no exemption from the liability to serve as 
manorial tithingman, if the relevant tenement was held. Thus in 1686 Rev. 
Robert Triggs, Rector of Lamorran, was tithingman of Winnianton in 
respect of his tenement at So wanna, and in 1691 James Erisey Esq. held 
office in the same manor for his tenement at Trenoon in Ruan Major.110 

Even more surprisingly, a survey of Connerton manor in 1659 recorded that 
John Lord Roberts, James Prade Esq. and William Davy held one acre 
Cornish at Bosworgy and Boskidden in St. Erth by Knight's Service, as free 
tenants of the manor, for which they paid no rent but were liable to 
common suit to the court and to serve the office of tithingman in due turn.111 

Nothing shows more clearly the change in the nature of the office from 
medieval times, than that in the 17th century it was possible, even in 
theory, for a Peer to be tithingman on someone else's manor. Of course such 
a dignitary would perform these duties through a deputy in the person of 
his own sub-tenant who actually farmed the land; thus in 1615 William 
Harris, gent., became tithingman of Traboe, but performed his duties by 

1 0 3 Henderson, MS history of St. Mewan, HP/11 . 
104 Note 102 above. 
105 Henderson X I X 346a. 
i°« Henderson I V 241. 
i°7 Note 103 above. 
! ° 8 Henderson I V 242. 
i ° 9 Henderson X V I 63. 
no Henderson I V 241. 
i n R I C , MS Survey of Arundell Manors, 1659. 
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a deputy, Ralph Pollgeast.112 When women held the tenancies carrying the 
liability to the office they held it in due turn, but sometimes appointed male 
relatives as deputies; tithing women noted by Henderson included Elizabeth 
Talcarn at Treloy in 1558; Johanna Slade, widow, at Trefrize in 1592; Joan 
Baker, widow, at Traboe in 1604 (Thomas Baker, deputy); Christiana 
Reede, widow, at Tregrill in 1608 (German Reede, deputy); Thomasine 
Hendy at Cuddenbeak in 1616 (Thomas Hendy, deputy); Mrs. Frydyswed 
Triggs at Winnianton in 1682; and Ann Mitchell, widow, at Mithian in 
1733.113 

But by the 18th century tithings and tithingmen were coming to an end, 
even as procedural relics in manorial administration. In Penwith, smoke 
silver due to the Arundells as Lords of the Hundred was not paid or 
demanded after about 1695 "by the negligence of some former stewards".114 

In 1726 Sir John Coryton's steward prepared "An Account of the arrears 
of the several Tithings within the Hundred of East" due to Sir John as 
hereditary bailiff of the Hundred, "which has been constantly paid by him 
and his father every year to the Prince's Audit for the Duchy of Cornwall 
and still uncollected". The arrears totalled £98 9s; every tithing was 
substantially in arrear, many of them by twenty years and more and 
Tregrill by 38 years; the system of collection had clearly broken down.115 

Some manor court records give the years when appointment of tithing
men ceased, presumably on belated realisation that the officer was redun
dant, as his former public responsibilities had long been carried out by the 
constables and his manorial duties could well be transferred to the reeve; 
thus at Winnianton and Domellick appointments of tithingmen ceased in 
1720, at Burngullow in 1724, at Tucoys in 1734,116 and at Pendrim in 
1751.117 But tradition died hard, and as late as 1745 (or possibly 1755) the 
steward of the manors of Connerton and Mitchell delivered to their leet 
juries a historical discourse on the origins of frankpledge and tithings, 
and then enjoined them to consider all the matters which had been 
investigated at medieval tourns."8 The latest appointment of a tithingman 
in Cornwall, for which evidence has been found, was at Trewoon in St. 
Me wan, where on 9 November 1769 the manor court appointed William 
Randle (who signed himself Rundell), to that office for the ensuing year.119 

No later records of this court have been found, and it may be that there, 
sometime in the latter part of the 18th century, the last Cornish tithingman 
ceased to hold office, the final vestige of an institution seven centuries old 
which had, for at least the first three centuries of its existence, played a 
leading role in the enforcement of public order. An Act of 1842 prohibited 
the appointment of tithingmen with any responsibility for preservation of 
the peace, and in the 19th century the hundreds followed their tithings into 
virtual oblivion, their functions as sub-divisions of the county being taken 
over, first by the Poor Law Unions created in 1835 and finally by the Rural 
Districts in 1894. The boroughs were lost in 1974, so that today only the 
parishes and counties remain of the local government units familiar to our 
forebears, and the tithings are forgotten as though they had never been. 

H 2 Henderson I 425. 
113 Henderson X I V 334 (Treloy): X X I V 62 (Trefrize); I 424 (Traboe); X X I 64 

(Tregrill); X X I V 69 (Cuddenbeak); I V 241 (Winnianton); X I V 72 (Mithian). 
H 4 C R O X 112/151 (copy case for counsel, 1753). 
H 5 CRO C Y 7359. 
H6Henderson I V 242 (Winnianton); MSS H K / 3 / 2 2 (Domellick); HP/11 (Burn-

gullow): X I V 52 (Tucoys). 
I ' 7 Dorset RO, Hinchinbroke MSS, Court Books of Western Manors, 
lis Henderson MSS, HM/13/57. 
H 9 Henderson MSS, Hawk/3/78. 
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T H E H U N D R E D T A B L E S A N D MAPS 

In the following pages, the lists of tithings for each hundred are tabulated as 
follows: Extenta Acrarum 1284 and 1345 (all hundreds), Tourn 1487 (East only), 
Penheleg 1580 (Penwith only), Duchy Survey 1650 (all except Penwith). The Cornish 
acreages in 1284 and 1345, and the smoke silver payments in 1487 and 1650, are 
given. Domesday manors are named when identifiable with tithings. The tithings are 
identified by reference to the current spellings of the places from which they were 
named, and the parishes listed are those in which these places are situated; frequently 
the tithings extended into other parishes. The order of tithings in the tables is that 
of the Extenta of 1284; tithings not listed in that record are put at the ends of the 
tables. This Extenta is reproduced as printed by Carew; apparent printing errors are 
followed by corrected forms in italics. When the acreages in the two versions of the 
Extenta differ, those in the later version are starred *. At the foot of each table, the 
numbers of tithings in each tabulated list are given, with totals of acreage and smoke 
silver and any additional items of hundredal income mentioned in the Duchy Survey. 

The reference numbers given to each tithing in the tables are also used in the 
notes to the tables, and on the maps. Only the tithings so numbered, as occurring in 
the tabulated lists, are marked on the maps, which indicate the positions of the 
places which named these tithings, and not the extents of the lithings. Tithings 
occurring only in records other than the tabulated lists are mentioned at the end of 
the notes for each hundred. The reference numbers of tithings which are not located 
on the maps are bracketed in the tables. Where tithings were named from two places, 
both are marked and linked on the maps, unless they are so close together as to 
make this unnecessary. 

Early forms of place-names are, unless otherwise stated, from J . E . B. Gover's 
unpublished Place-Names of Cornwall (typescript at R I Q . 

The following additional abbreviations are used in the notes to the tables: 
A R Assize Rolls, 1284, 1302 
C H Henderson collection, R I C 
D B Domesday Book, 1086 
DS Duchy Survey, 1650 
E A Extenta Acrarum, 1284, 1345 
H E A Henderson, Ecclesiastical Antiquities of Penwith, Kerrier, Powder and 

Pyder, J R I C Supps. 1955-6-8-60 
P K Stenton, Pleas before the King or his Justices, 1201 (see note 25 to main 

text) 
PRO Public Record Office, Lists and Indexes, No. 6 Pt. 1, 1896 
SS Smoke Silver 
T M Tithingman, -men 
V F P View of Frankpledge 





H U N D R E D O F P E N W I T H Jg 

Domesday J2S4 1345 1580 Identification Map 
Tedenton Tihidi 70 Tyhidy 70 Tehedye Tehidy, Illogan 1 
Ritwori Redwory 14 Ridwory 20* Rosworthy Roseworthy, Gwinear 2 
Conarditon Couerton 

Conerton 
45 Con'ton 45 Conerton Connerton, Gwithian 3 

Treruffe 1 Tefraf 1 Treeve, Phillack 4 
Dreyneck 5 Drainek 5 Drenack Drannack, Gwinear 5 

R p n n a r t n n 
JJw L X1J u 1 L V/l1 

R e n n e r t n n 
iJVUUvl I , . ' 1 1 

45 Bynn'ton 48* Bynnarton Binnerton, Crowan 6 
VY Ul C O 1 1 1 1 G urlyn 15 Gorlyn 15 Gorlyne Gurlyn, St. Erth 7 

Loygans 9 Logans 9 Loggans, Phillack 8 
Tenent de 9 Tregony 9 . Tregony in Powder (9) 

Tregony 
Penuerthy 8 Penbirthy 8 Penbyrrhye Penberthy, St. Hilary 10 

Penberthy 
Odenol Vthno 8 Udene 8 Uthnowe Perranuthnoe 11 

Prior Mich 8 lux" Monte' 
nA l /> rv i c 
J V H L I I is 

8 Mehall St. Michael s Mount 12 

Xrciwal i r cy i iwt i i 20 20 Treuthwall Truthwall, Ludgvan 13 
Treyuwal 

14 Luduam Luddeuan 55 Ludvon 55 Ludsvane Ludgvan 14 
Landicla Lanistly 281 Lanestly 28 | Lanyskly Lanisley, Gulval 15 
A Iwartfm Alwarton 64 Alwarton 64 Allwertone Alverton, Madron 16 

Trefruff 3 Trefruf 3 Ternyff Trereife, Madron 17 
Marchel 23 Marchall 25* Marschall Fee-Marshal, Paul 18 
Trefundryn 20 Trefudryn 20 Trevydrene Trevedran, St. Buryan 19 
Maen 15 Maen 15 Meen Mayon, Sennen 20 

Bret Bree 8 Bree 8 Bree Brea, St. Just 21 
Chelenoc Kelyneck 24 Kelleynek 24 Kellynage Kelynack, St. Just 22 

Warewil 25 Werewille 25 Hornewell Hornwell (23) 
Tredyne 1 Tredyn 1 Treen, Zennor 24 
Trewannard Trewynarde Trewinnard, St. Erth 25 
Kelision 6 Collorian Collorian, Ludgvan 26 

Kelirion 



Domesday 
Tredeny 

1284 
3 

1345 1580 
Tredynny 3 Tredinney, St. Buryan 

Kemyel, Paul 
Rosemorran, Gulval 
Trevethoe, Lelant 

Identification Map 
27 
28 
29 
30 

Kemyall 
Rossmoran 
Trevethowe 

1284 
1345 
1580 
1650 

27 tithings 5321 acres (Carew 532) 
25 tithings 5371 acres (MS 537) 
25 tithings (smoke silver not stated) 
Tithings not listed. Smoke silver retained by Lord and not stated. 
£4 paid for 1 of perquisites. 

P E N W I T H 

SS is not recorded for this hundred, except for nos. 1, 6 and possibly 23. Information on extents of tithings is from Penheleg unless otherwise 
stated. For fuller treatment of the tithings of Penwith see Pool, 1959, 212-22. Certain tithings occurring in 1360-6 are listed in PRO, 161/75. 

1. SS paid to the hundred was £1 6s 8d in 1603, less than the sum collected (p. 291). See Appendix for extent of tithing. 
2. Included Coswinsawsin and Penhale in Gwinear. 
3. Placed at Gwithian Churchtown, near centre of the manor. Included Bosworgy and Boskidden in St. Erth (p. 300), also Vorvas and 

Hellynoon in Lelant. 
4. Approximately geographical order of E A 1284 makes Treeve more probable than Treruffe in Redruth. 
5. Included Treglisson in Phillack. 
6. Included properties in Madron (p. 276). In 1690 the annual SS payable was 10s lOd ( C H HA/9 /19) . 
8. Loggans was associated with the manor of Lelant and Trevethoe, and this tithing may be the same as no. 30. 
9. Not located on map. Cf. Powder no. 16. Occurs A R 1284. Property in Penwith held of Tregony manor included Roseworthy manor (no. 2), 

Bodestou (? Bosistow in St. Levan), Cathebedran and Bosparva in Gwinear, and Trannack in Madron or Sancreed; some of these presumably 
constituted this tithing, which may have been absorbed into no. 2. 

10. Included Treveneague. 
U. Included Goldsithney; probably coincident with manor and parish. 
12. Included Marazion. 
13. Included Rosevidney. Shared with no. 14 responsibility for the bridge across the stream dividing them (p. 285). 
14. Included Breja in Towednack; probably coincident with manor of Ludgvan-Lees. 
15. Placed at Gulval Churchtown. Lanisley was the ancient name of the parish ( H E A 190). 



16. Placed at the west end of Penzance, where the manor was centred. 
17. Cf. no. 4. The geographical order of E A 1284 confirms this identification. 
18. Included Newlyn and Gwavas; name now lost. Called in 1276 'Theisinga ( = decenna) Marescalli de Alverton' {Hundred Rolls 1 56), 

suggesting that it had been taken from no. 16. 
19. Included St. Buryan Churchtown; possibly the tithing for which the Dean of Buryan claimed V F P in 1302. 
22. Included Bosavern and St. Just Churchtown. 
23. Not located on map. Tithing included Corva in St. Ives and Bosence in Sancreed, and was named from a manor belonging to the Abbess 

of Wherwell, Hants, whence it was called 'Decenna Abbatisse', tithing of the abbess, A R 1284. This manor was scattered along the 
north coast of West Penwith, but its only conventionary tenement was at Boskennal in St. Buryan; Henderson tentatively identified the manor 
with Varfell in Ludgvan ( H E A 310, 437; Pool, 1959, 216). The manor was held of that of Corva; in 1461 Corva had a T M and paid 20d 
SS ( C H V I I 156). No other reference is known to Corva tithing, so this was probably the SS due from Hornwell. 

24. Rather than that in St. Levan. Treen manor, Zennor, was held of Hornwell, and the tithing was probably absorbed into no. 23. 
25. No acreage stated, E A 1284. Included St. Erth Churchtown. 
27. Probably absorbed into no. 16 or 19. 
28. Mentioned A R 1284, 1302, and in Earldom accounts, 1296/7. 
29. Mentioned A R , 1284, 1302, and (as Moren) in Earldom accounts. Included Zennor Churchtown. 
30. Mentioned A R 1284 (? see p. 280) and 1302. 
Tithings not mentioned in tabulated lists: Corvogh (Corva), see no. 23; Enor, A R 1302, almost certainly on Stilly, this being the ancient name 
for St. Mary's. Reference to a supposed tithing of St. Madern, A R 1302, (Pool, 1959, 219) was mistaken and due to a misreading of the record. 



HUNDRED OF K E R R I E R 
Domesday 1284 1345 
Talgollo Talgollon 6 Talgollou 6 Talgollo 

Talgollou 
Pensignans 6 Penseghnans 6 
Kenel H Keneth H 
Arwothel 9 Arwothell 8* 
Restrongas 21 Restronget 21 
Penryn 21 Penryn 24* 
Treros 6 Treros 6 
Minster 12 Mynstre 12 
Trewotheck 6 Treworthek 6 
Trenaweth 9 Trenywyth 9 

Trelant Trelan 9 Trelan 9 
Rosewike 30 Rosewyk 30 

Lisart Lysard 12 Lesard 12 
Tredaneck 6 Predannek 6 

Predaneck 
Tucowit Tucays 

Tucoys 
6 Tukoys 6 

Clehar 6 Cleere 6 
Carmynow 18 Carmenou 18 

Winneton Wymanton 
Wynianton 

12 Wynyanton 12 

Trebrabo 24 Trewrabo 24 
Trevrabo 

Santmawant S. Mawgan 9 St. Maugan 9 
Henliston Helston 30 Helston 30 
Matela Methele 15 Methele 15 
Trouthel Trenhale 

Treuhale 
6 Trewothall 6 

Godolghan 13 Godolghan 18* 
. 

Pengirsick 6 Pengersek 6 

1650 / dentification bdap 
Talgoule 2s.8d. Tolgullow, Gwennap 1 

Pensignas 7 c 1 A — s . 1 u . P p n c f Q T i n n c p f ~ Y W P n n j i n 
l L 1 1 S I K 1 1 a 1 I L L . VJ w c i i u a ) / 

2 
n.enan Ac 1 A H V 1 u . I t r>nn 1 1 1 ^ t r t h i n TIC PvL I l l l d l 1 , o i l l l l l a l IS 

Arwothall *fs.ia. r c r r d n d r w u i u i a i 

Restronges /s.ya. K c s t r o n g u c i , i v i y I U I -
D T V r \ • rv A l l l l l / m c 
r c n r y i i , u i u v i a s 

Trerosse C c in 
js. i a . 

1 r C i U S C , I V l d W l l d l l 
_ 

Master <c 1 A J S . 1 U . 
\ 4 i n c t 0 r An o n 5 1 A A O T V 
i v i i n s i c r , i v i d n d u c d i i 

g 
Trewethacke 1c \A 

j s . i a. 
' • ' r cowi r\l\\ r\ rs\r Cf A TV t F l ZVTV \7 

i r e w o i n d U K . , o i . z \ i i u i u i i y 

9 
Trenoweth 7 c 1 A IS. 1 u. 1 1 C l H J W C U l j O L N . C V C I I 1 C 10 
Trelan 9s. Id. Trelan, St. Keverne 11 

Rosuic, St. Keverne 12 
Lizard 7s. Id . Lizard, Landewednack 13 
Predannecke 4s. Id . Predannack, Mullion 14 

Tucoyes 4s. Id . Tucoyse, Constantine 15 

Cleyre 3s.ld. Clahar, Mullion 16 
Carminow 4s. Id. Carminowe, Mawgan 17 
Wannaton 5s. Id. Winnianton, Gunwalloe 18 

Trealboe 7s. Id. Traboe, St. Keverne 19 

Mawgan 3s. Id . Mawgan 20 
Helston, Wendron 21 

X A t~\ f 4v Txi r 
i v i o i n i c y 

Jo. 1 U . i V l C l I H C l g U , D L C d g C 77 
Trethall 
J. 1 v l l l a l l 

5s.ld. Truthall, Sithney 23 

Godolphin 9s. Id . Godolphin, Breage 24 
Pengersicke 3s.ld. Pengersick, Breage 25 

file:///4inct0r


Domesday 

Trelweren 

1284 1345 1650 Identification 
O vnoqrntl 
J V O g c a l O I l 

o 
y 

K C N g d l d H y Regarne / S . o u . Rejarden, Germoe 
Regearon 

Wenna 9 Wenna 6* Guednar 5s.ld. Gwedna, Breage 
Trelew 9 Treleweren 9 Trelawren 5s. Id . Trelowarren, Mawgan 
Presprinick c 

0 Prispynnek £ 

6 Prospennecke 4s. Id . Prospidnick, Sithney 
Trelybey 9 Trelever 9 Treliver 9s. Id . Treleaver, St. Keverne 

Trelyvey 
Treleaver, St. Keverne 

Luceas 31 Lycyas 7s.ld. 
Merthyn 9 Marthen 4s.ld. Merthen, Constantine 
Rosneython 9 Rosenithon 9s. Id. Rosenithon, St. Keverne 

Digembris ls . ld. Trehembris, Mabe 
1284: 31 tithings 3724 acres (Carew 3974) 
1345: 32 tithings 3634 acres (MS 360) 
1650: 31 tithings Smoke silver £8 2s 5d 

T in fines 
Perquisites 

decrement 

K E R R I E R 

9 8 
3 

11 12 1 
8 — 

£11 4 1 (MS £10 15s 3d) 

Map 
26 

27 
28 
29 
30 

(31) 
32 
33 
34 

• 

DS records 'tin fine' payable (in addition to SS) by nos. 1 (Is.), 2 (6s. 8d.), 23 (Is.) and 27 (Is.), total 9s. 8d. This is the payment called 'doublett 
de Kerrier, l i s . 8d.' in the Earldom Accounts for 1296/7 (Midgley I I , 248), and stated by Lewis (Stannaries, 139) to have brought in that sum 
from levies on 5 tithings from 1302 to 1507. Smirke (Vice v. Thomas, 1843, 47) names these tithings as nos. 1, 2 and 27, also 29 (no payment in 
DS) and Trevetheck (? Trenethick in Wendron, not otherwise recorded as a tithing); he omits no. 23. 

28 of the 31 tithings listed in DS paid for SS a (variable) number of shillings plus one penny; compare Powder, below. 
Certain tithings occurring in 1375-7 are listed in PRO, 160/1. 

1. Occurs regularly as a Kerrier tithing, but Tolgullow Vean was in Tehidy tithing, Penwith, Gwennap being a parish divided between two 
hundreds (Pool, 1959, 203). See extent of Tehidy in Appendix. 

2. Located at Gwennap Churchtown (James, History of Gwennap, 66). 



3. T M appointed 1582 from Tregonnen ( C H X I I I 98). 
5. Not in A R , 1284 or 1302, and probably represented by Codawyth, 1284, and Coesawoes, 1302 (Cosawes in Gluvias); Cosawes and Restronguet 

were closely connected manorially. 
6. Not the borough, but the extensive episcopal manor. 
8. The alternative name for Manaccan parish ( H E A 326). 

12. Centre of the local estates of Richard de Lucy, Justiciar to Henry I I . The manor was still styled 'Rosowyk alias Lucyas' in 1506 ( C H X V I I 
21). No. 31 may be a doublet entry for no. 12. 

15. T M appointed in 1590 from Treworvack (not in the manor), and between 1673 and 1733 from Tregontallon, Trevease, Trebarvah Woon, 
Treleggan, Carvedras Veor, Lestraines, Ponstreave, Pollwartha, and tenements in Constantine Churchtown ( C H X I V 47-52). 

18. For extent of this tithing, see Appendix. Most places there listed provided T M between 1678 and 1695; Meres in Mullion did so in 1712 
( C H I V 240-2). 

21. The duchy manor, not the borough (which claimed V F P in 1302). 
24. Note added in E A 1284, 'AIs. epo. 9', not understood and possibly miscopied. 
28. Similar note, '1 Ac. Exo' . Treworgie in Manaccan paid 3d SS to this tithing in 1658 ( C H V 88). The manor of Rosemorder in Manaccan and 

St. Keverne was stated to be in this tithing in 1543 ( C H V 89-90), but the property was later stated to be in no. 30 (see Appendix). 
30. For extent of this tithing, see Appendix. It belonged to the manor of Reskymer-Meneage, and had no connection with Treliever in Mabe, 

the D'B Trelivel ( C H MSS HB/8/70-2, 76). 
31. Note added in E A 1284, 'als. 31 Ac. Ex . ' Not located; believed by Henderson to be in Grade, but there was no place so called, the name 

being that of a former owner (see no. 12). 
32. 33. Mentioned A R , 1284 and 1302. 
34. Name now lost, but adjoined Carnsew (Henderson, Mabe Church and Parish, 31, 32, 40). Listed as a tithing in 1376, PRO. 
Tithings not in tabulated lists: Cosawes, see no. 5; St. Keverne, V F P claimed 1284, see p. 284; Porcofreg, A R 1302, identified by Henderson 
with Coverack, and possibly absorbed into no. 30. 





H U N D R E D O F P Y D E R 
Domesday 1345 2650 We n tificatio n Map 
Lancichuc Naushike 

Nanskike 
6 Nanscuk 5* Nanskeag 5s. Nancekuke, Illogan 1 

Calestoc Kaiestet A A C*a11p«tick Perranzabuloe 2 
D t l Elineas 

E Unlets 
OA IA IH 1 \ 7 TV rrloci 

ciy ngids 
OA 
£A 

I—I». 1 P n r 1 Q c 2s. F l l e n e l a z e Tubert 3 

Dygimbris 39 Digembreth 39 Degimbris 8s. Degembris, Newlyn 4 

Trelloi Treloy 9 Treloy 9 Treloy Is. Treloy, St. Columb Minor 5 
Trewenneck 3 Trewennek 3 Trewinnick, St. Ervan 6 
Trf*\x//A l e f t 1 1 C W U ICv-K. 9 Trewolek 9 Trewollecke 4s. Trewollack, St. Wenn 7 
Bodwenek A 

y 
Bodwenek o 

y 
Bedwanacke RrtHwnnniplr T amvpt 

D U U Wet 1 1 U I U L . L i l l 1 1 V C t 
g 

D 1 1 ! f~ t*\ TV P Q t*\/Q 
K l d l L O I l r d l V a 

57 (Rialton) (9) 
Trenowith •a 

D 
i rerie wy in v 

7J 
T V P T I nu/th 
• I C l l U n l l l 

Is. Trenowth or Trenoweth, 10 i rerie wy in 
St. Columb Major 

S. Isy 14 St. Ide 54* St. Issey 11 
Lanheyl Tinten 18 Lanheil 18 , _ (12) 
Methean 2 Methean 2 Methian 8s.4d. Mithian, St. Agnes 13 

Tiwarthel Trewarnayl 51 Tywarnayll 51 Trewenhale 13s.4d. Tywarnhayle, Perranzabuloe 14 
Langorroc Carantock 18 St. Crantock 18 Crantock 15 
Rielton Ryalton 18 Rialton 18 Royalton House 8s. Rialton, St. Columb Minor 16 
Lanherneu Lanhernow 18 Lanhern 18 Lanhearne 6s.8d. Lanherne, Mawgan 17 
Pauton Pawton 120 Pouton 120 Pawton, St. Breock 18 
T antriiitipfifip A l H p n n n w 

i lJUvl l l l V ' VV 
21 Aldestou 21 Padstow 4s. Padstow 19 

Lantallen A T n nt'i In n A *t (20) 
C * V I Tremor Trcmore £ D 1 I C l I l * * O T rf* m n n r p 3s. T r p m o r e I anivpf 

1 1 Ml IIUl M , I—. CI 1 1 1 1 , 1 

21 
Banhedrek Q i_d line ur ck Q 

y 
T tinnin/»fAf*t<» L d l l i l l U C l OUIWC 3s. T nntivrtrnrlr i . a 1 1 1 1 v u i u „ 22 

Lcmhcdrek 
Retergh y D A ! A r a n 

is.c icrgn 
0 
y 

D . . . tp rth Ix C LCI I I I 3s. Rptprth St C n l l l m h M a i n r 
J X C L C 1 1 I 1 . J I . V M U I U I I I L I 1 T 1 H J V 1 1 

23 
Trewynnian 3 Trewynyan 3 Trewinnion J S . Trewinnion, St. Enoder va 
Meyndy 6 Mendy 6 Mountjoy, Colan 25 
Treworder 12 Trewodrek 12 Trevorder, St. Breock 26 

Bilcon 



Domesday 1284 1345 7650 Identification Map 
Meddeschole 9 Medeshole 9 Michaell 13s.4d. Mitchell, St. Enoder and 27 

Newlyn 
T anrviran S. Peran 3 St. Peran 3 Perran Is. Perranzabuloe 28 
Elhi l Eliquyn 6 Eilynwyn 6 Hellwin 2s. Halwyn, Perranzabuloe 29 
Cargau Cargoule 39 Cargoil 39 Cargoll, Newlyn 30 Cargau 

Porthe 9 Porth 9 Porth 3s. Porth, St. Columb Minor 31 
Carnaton 14 Caraeton 54* Carnanton 8s. Carnanton, Mawgan 32 
Tregennow 9 Tegennou 9 Tregennow 2s. Tregenna, St. Columb Minor 33 
Tremblithe 4 Trembloyth 3* Trembleth Is. Trembleathe, St. Ervan 34 
Gluuian 3 Glyvyon 3 |* ( Glivean Richard 3s. Gluvian, St. Columb Major 35 Glyvyon 3 |* 

( Glivean 3s. and Mawgan 
( Flamancke 
( Gluvian Macke 3s. 

Widie Withiel 15 Wythiell 15 Withiell Gosse 2s. Withiel 36 
Rielton Ryalton Magna <o 

J1 
Rialton Magna J 1 Royalton 13s.4d. R i n l t o n fnhnvp^ 

IXltlllAMl U'L'U't.) 
37 

Gudiford Cotford Felle 15 Codeforde 15 Farlowe 6s.8d. Coswarth, Colan 38 
Brethei Berthey 24 Brethey 24 Burthy Rawe 4s.6d. Burthy Row, St. Enoder 39 

Cragantallen 3 Kargentalan 3 Cregentallowe 2s. Cragantallen, Newlyn (40) 
Lamberne 5s. Lambourne, Perranzabuloe 41 
Helwin 4s. H i d . 
Treagoe 7s.4d. Treago, Crantock 43 
Collan 3s. Colan 44 
Caniligie 13s.4d. Cannalidgey, St. Issey 45 
Trewanhouse 21s.4d. Trewan, St. Columb Major 46 

1284: 40 tithings 702 acres (Carew 700) 
1345: 39 tithings 7231 acres (MS 732) 
1650: 37 tithings Smoke silver £9 19s l i d (MS £9 18s id) 

• Perquisites 2 
Yearly value of tenement called 
Canaligie belonging to Bailiwick 5 — — 

£16 19s l i d 



P Y D E R 

Henderson listed (MS histories of St. Columb Minor, Crantock, Cubert and Colan) the following 9 tithings of Pyder, with their half-yearly 
SS, dated 1539: Treloye 6d., Retergh Is. 6d., Realton Infra 4s., Realton Lybra 6s. 8d., Porthe Is. 6d., Carantok 3s. 4d., Elynclasse Is., Helle-
wyn Is. 6d., St. Colan Is. 6d. His source has not been identified. 
Henderson's posthumous Essays in Cornish History, 1935, 123-4, contains a brief and unrevised note on the tithings of Pyder. 

1. This proves that part of lllogan parish was in Pyder. 
2. Possibly absorbed into no. 13; tenements in Callestick provided T M for Mithian in 1722 and 1733 ( C H X I V 70, 72). Alternatively, possibly 

represented in DS by no. 41. 
3. This and no. 29 represent D B E b l (2 hides) and Elhi l (1 hide); the larger tithing is identified with the larger manor. T M appointed 1636-60 

from Trevail, Carines, Tresean and Tregellest ( C H I I 262-6). 
9. See nos. 16, 37. Probably a clerical doublet for no. 37, since no other record gives more than two tithings at Rialton. 

11. Probably represented in D S by no. 45. 
12. Not identified. Possibly Nanhellan in Newlyn. I f the derivation of the name is lan hey I, religious settlement by an estuary, then possibly 

Halwyn in St. Issey, an ancient place with a semi-parochial chapel ( H E A 230); the tithing could then be represented in D S by no. 42. Tinten 
is a family name. 

13. T M appointed 1722-33 from Goonseath, Tresawsen, Trenoweth, Venton Vaise, Chenhall, Row's Tenement, and tenements in Callestick ( C H 
X I V 70-2). 

14. A R mention two tithings, one named T . Comitis (1284) and T . Regis (1302), the other T . Tyes or Tyeys (both years). For location on map 
see Tonkin, MS Parochial History I I I 456-7. 

15. Listed in 1539 (above) but missing from DS; probably represented there by no. 43. 
16. Disregarding no. 9, all records mention two tithings at Rialton (nos. 16 and 37). In A R 1284 they are called Ryalton Prior and Forinseca; 

in A R 1302, Ryel Intrinseca and Forinseca; in 1539, Realton Infra and Lybra. No. 16 as the smaller probably contained the demesnes, no. 
37 the rest of the manor. 

19. SS paid in D S by the Portreeve of the Borough, not a T M (cf. Powder nos. 16, 49). 
20. Not identified. Possibly Nanstallon, normally reckoned in Bodmin parish and Trigg hundred but very close to the boundary with Lanivet 

and Pyder. This is supported by the position of this tithing in E A 1284, and by Nanstallon being called by old people Lantallen and Nantallen 
(CH, East Cornwall Topography MS, 105). 

25. Name occurs as Mayndi, 1334, and Munjoy, 1735. This is close to Colan Churchtown, and Henderson considered this tithing identical with 
no. 44 ( C H MS History of Colan). 

26. Bilcon is a family name. 
27. Although a borough, Mitchell occurred regularly as a tithing. 
29. Henderson considered that this was not the obvious Halwyn, in Crantock, but a manor of Halwyn, D B Elhi l , in Perranzabuloe across the 

boundary stream from its near namesake, no. 3. The place is now lost beneath the sands, though the name survived into the 19th century. 



DS lists two tithings, Helwin and Hellwin, one of which is surely no 29- the other is listed « „„ AI T T , . U II r • 
no. 29, although its half-yearly SS does not match the yearly figure for either D S e n ^ Hellewyn of 1539 is probably 

30. Cf. Powder no. 39; the manor, being in two hundreds, had a tithing in each. 
31. A R 1284 and 1302 name as tithings both Porth and Porthmur, but they are probably identical 
33. Identification doubtful, the early forms of place-names support this, rather than Tregunna in St. Breock or Tregonna in Little Petherick 
34. Rather than Trembleath in St. Mawgan, called Trenbeth in the 14th century. 
35. The Gluvians are 4 miles apart; both may have been in the single tithine in E A 1284 and n 4 1 w „ m ™ . M ( u v • » 

tioned in A R are G . Flemeng and G . William 1284, G . Robert and G Will iam 1302 G Flemene i 3 }°ES- T l t h l " 6 S men-(DS Marke) in St. Columb ( H E A 341). wunam nvz. o . hiemeng (DS Flamancke) was in Mawgan, G . Marth 
36. DS refers to the place now called Withielgoose. 
37. See nos. 9 and 16. 
38. Called Farlegh A R 1284 Ferley A R 1302, as belonging to the Priory of Monkton Farleigh Wilts By the earlv 15th cent.,™ r n ™ , 

become separated from the manor, the greater part of which was in St. Wenn (CH, MS histories of S t w l n n ^ d Colan) ^ d 

39. Cf. Powder no. 28, the tithing of Berthey Brune; both were in St. Enoder, but were separated by the hundred boundary (p 298) 
4 0 ' butTee no l n i2 m e n t i ° n e d b y L y S O D S i C ° r n w a " ' 1 8 1 4 ' 6 6 > b u t n o w >° s t- Henderson thought it might be Nanhellan ( H E A 371), 

41. See no- 2. 
42. Not located. Possibly Halwyn in Crantock or St. Issey. See nos. 12 and 29. 
43. See no. 15. 
44. Not in E A , but mentioned in A R 1284 and 1302, in the Earldom Accounts for 1296/7, and in 1539 See no 25 
45. See no- H -
46. It is curious that the tithing paying most SS in the Pyder DS is not represented in E A . 
Tithings not in tabulated lists: Crucwragh A R 1284; Treufos, Treffros, Trevoscar A R 1302 (possibly Trevose in St. Merryn). 

E 



H U N D R E D O F POWDER 

Domesday 1284 1345 1650 Identification Map 
Trigel Tregaire 93 Tregair 93 Tregaire, Gerrans 1 

Blanchelond 11 Blauncheland 9* Blaunchland 4s.8d. Blanchland, Kea 2 
Arganlis Argallas 6 Argalles 6 Ar alias 4s.8d. Arrallas, St. Enoder 3 
Trenuwit Trenoweth 9 Trenewyth 9 Trenowth 5s.8d. Trenowth, Probus 4 

Kestel & Coran 6 Kestell & 
Coiran 

6 Kestle and Corran, St. Ewe 5 

Tregoin Treworeck & 24 Treworek & 14* Trewoone 4s.8d. Tregorrick, St. Austell, and 6 Tregoin 
Trew Trewoen Trewoon, St. Mewan 

Tremodret Tremodreth 18 Temodret 18 Tremodret, Roche 7 
Poldu Treueruen & 

Poldu 
15 Trev'byn & 

Poldu 
15 Posew 8s.8d. Treverbyn, Probus, and 

Polsue, St. Erme 
8 

Eglossos Eglosros 3 Eglosros 3 Egglesse 8s.8d. Eglosrose, Philleigh 9 
Crogith & 9 Carihais 9 Grogarth, Cornelly, and 10 

Caryheges Caerhays 
Treuanion 6 Tremaynon 6 Trevennen 8s.8d. Trevennen, Goran 11 

Lanlaron Lanhaddron 4 Lanladren 4 Lahaderen 7s.8d. Lanhadron, St. Ewe 12 
Trelueck 1 Trelyek 1 Trelewack, St. Ewe 13 

Treluwi Trelewith 6 Trelewith 6 Trelowith 8s.8d. Trelowth, St. Mewan 14 
Dewinton Tewynton 33 Tewynton 33 Tewington, St. Austell 15 
? Treligani Tregony 32 Tregony 33* ( Tregonie 27s.8d. Tregony 16 

Pomeray Pom'ey ( 
( 
( 

Pomeroy 
Tregnie 

Borough 
6s.8d. 

Trethac Tredaek 20 Trethaek 20 Tretheage 7s.8d. Tretheake, Veryan 17 
Ghivailli Gouily 9 Goueily 9 Govilie 4s.8d. Goviley, Cuby 18 

Pennarth 9 Pengard 9 Penare, Gorran 19 
Gloeret Trenyeck & 74 Trenynyek & 74 Goluras 4s.8d. Treninick and Galowras, 20 

Golours Glouret 
74 

Gorran 
Trethewy 6 Trethewy 6 Trethevey, Lanlivery 21 

Bodewitghi Boswiththe 
Boswithghe 

20 Boswythgi 20 Bodiggo, Luxulyan 22 

Trenant Trenance Priour 12 Trenant 12 Trenant Prior 8s.8d. Trenant, Fowey 23 
Killiuregh 2 Kyllivregh 2 Killifreth, Kenwyn 24 



Domesday 1284 1345 1650 Identification Map 
Landighe Landegy 9 Laundege 9 Lansagy 6s.8d. Landegay, Kea 25 
Treganmedan Tregamedon 6 Tegamedon 6 Treguvedon 6s.8d. Tregavethan, Kea 26 
Edelet Alet 12 Alet 12 Allett 5s.8d. Idless or Allet, Kenwyn 27 
Brethei DL 1 LllCy D I U 1 1 C j Di c nicy Drun v R i i r t h v R r n n p St Fnoder 

U U l Li ly 1 1 1 HUM, H I . M 1 1 U U V 1 
28 

T r e w i t e h i 
• > v. „ i i g m 

MTAIlritn Xr V J 1 U W I U I OC l i c g u i s OC i 1 'f-iv rvrv /~\ t rv ( l l C g U U L I l 4<s 8d T r p p n n s p a n d T r p w i r e i e P r o b u s 
1 L t g U U l u H U H X 1 M 1 1 1 1 g l l j 1 1 H U no 

29 
Trewithgy 30 Tewithgi ( Treworgie 6s.8d. 

Treworoc Treworeck 9 Treworrek 9 Treworrecke 5s.4d. Treworrick, St. Ewe 30 
Tibesteu T v h p c t Mr 1 jUCol OC 

Penkeuel 
TvRpctp Xt 
xyucaLC oc 

Penknegh 

29 P*inli"*»x7il 1 3s.4d. Tvhpqta Carped a n d 
1 y i_/k,.a tut - VM. I it i i u 

St. Michael Penkivel 

31 

Treverbin 1 r p u p n i v n 3 ilev u y n 3 Treverbyn, St. Austell 32 
Lantien Ma n t i m n 

i i a i i i y a u 
ao Mi, n . i /an 

i v a n i y a n 
ao l - . l 1 1 LI til 1 QH 8d I a n t v a n f r o l a n t 33 

Botharder Rndprdpl 20 R n d a r d p l l 
D U U til U I J 1 

20 R n d n r p l l 
L U . I U U 1 C 1 1 

4s.8d. Bodardle, Lanlivery 34 
Rrt I Vii r\n o o 79nrf Vi I M I 

vjry i n i o u 
a 
o 

firpaHnw T a n l i v p r v 
V J 1 C a U U W , L a l l l i v w i y 

35 
Ghthiou 

79nrf Vi I M I 
vjry i n i o u 

Lisnestoch T atiPMtpk T pnpntpW T nn^tiHcp 
L u l l J 11S» JV V. 

4s.8d. Lanescot, Tywardreath 36 
Elerchi 29 *rZ Elerky 29 F I P T - H P 

L l C I M L 
1 Sc Rd P l p r k v V p r v a n 

L I U l l l , • Ml y M l 
37 

? Bevesehoc ^Vprnppk-
*' Ml 1 1 v v rv 

bosueleck 
4 Wern* & 

Bodwarlek 
4 f"»wsirnirlcp 4s.8d. Gwarnick and Boswellick, 

St. Allen 
38 

Cargoul 8 Cargawell 74* Cargolbarne 4s.8d. Lanner (part of Cargoll 
manor), St. Allen 

39 

Tretherf 3 Tretherf 3 Trethurffe, Ladock 40 
Bentewoin Pentewyn 3 Pentewyn 3 Pentuan 5s.4d. Pentewan, Mevagissey 41 

S. Goron 6 St. Goran 2* Gorran 42 
Bernel Beranel 36 Branell 36 Brannell 8s.4d. Brannel, St. Stephens 43 
Trenant Trenananstle 8 Trenansaustoll 8 Trenance, St. Austell 44 

Trenansaustle 
Trenance, St. Austell 

Tregarreck 14 Tegarrek 14 Tregarrick, Roche 45 
Moireis Maresk 36 Moresk 36 Moresk, St. Clement 46 
Bodewrgoin Bodrugan 9 Bodrugan 12* Baudrigan 15s.8d. Bodrugan, Gorran 47 

Treualgarthyn 3 Trevalgarthan 3 Tregarton, Gorran 48 
Lauada 1 Lawande 1 St. Mawes 6s.8d. St. Mawes, St. Just-in-Roseland 49 
Pridiaux 12 Predeaux 12 Prideaux, Luxulyan 50 

Tiwardrai Tywascreth 36 Tywordraith 36 Trewardreath 12s.8d. Tywardreath 51 
Tywardreth 



Domesday 
Penfontenio 

Trevelien 

1284 
Penfentimow 6 

Penfentiniow 
Kenewyn 1 

1345 
Penfenteniou 

Keynewyn 
Kyllygrew 

1284 
1345 
1650 

53 tithings 
54 tithings 
41 tithings 

1650 
Penventiniowe 4s.8d. 

Killigreu 
Trevilian 
Nawsoth 
Tolvarne 
Bohortou 
Lamorran 
Newham 

4s.8d. 
4s.8d. 
6s.8d. 
4s.8d. 
4s.8d. 
3s.4d. 
8s.8d. 

7734 acres (Carew 5734) 
769 acres (MS 766) 
Smoke silver £14 15s 8d 

decrement — 19 —-

Perquisites 
13 16 8 
4 

£17 16s 8d 

Identification Map 
Penventinue, Fowey 52 

Kenwyn 53 
Killigrew, St. Erme 54 
Trevillyn, Luxulyan 55 
Nansough, Ladock 56 
Tolverne, Philleigh 57 
Bohortha, St. Anthony 58 
Lamorran 59 
Newham, Kenwyn 60 

P O W D E R 

The 8 tithings forming the Stannary of Blackmore (see p. 286) were nos. 7, 21, 22, 32, 44, 45, 50, and also Domellick in St. Dennis. The last 
is, most surprisingly, omitted from E A and DS, but it occurs in AiR 1284 and 1302 and tithingmen were appointed until 1720 (see p. 300). 
36 of the 41 tithings listed in D S paid for SS a (variable) number of shillings plus 8 pence; compare Kerrier, above. 

1. This was the great episcopal manor. A note to E A 1284 adds Tnde alloc. 20 Ac. pro. do. Devon'; Henderson states that this was Treluggan 
in Gerrans, held by the Earls of Devon (MS Powder Topography, 5). 

2. Name now lost; located at Nansavallan, since the places were very close and perhaps identical ( C H HC/67 18, 27). 
4. See no. 29. 
5. Places less than 1 mile apart. 
6. Places 2 miles apart; occur separately A R 1284 and 1302. See no. 30 for a similarly named tithing. 
8. Places 24 miles apart; Polsue occurs singly, A R 1284 and 1302. See no. 32 for a similarly named tithing. 



9. The ancient name of the parish, and still that of the churchtown farm ( H E A 408). 
10. Places more than 3 miles apart, but closely associated manorially. Grogarth occurs singly (Grugoyd) A R 1302. See no. 29. 
14. Known from 1674 as Burngullow (see p. 299). 
15. The duchy manor, here located at Towan. 
16. The two tithings in D S represent the manor and the borough. See also Penwith no. 9. 
19. Rather than Penair in St. Clement. 
20. Places 1 mile apart. Galowras occurs singly, A R 1284. 
21. Rather than Trethewey in Ruan Lanihorne. 
22. Place called Boswithgy alias Bodegye, 1593. 
23. So called as belonging to Tywardreath Priory. Cf. no. 44. 
25. Located at Old Kea. 
27. Placed at Idless where the manor house was ( H E A 256); present-day Allet is a modern settlement representing enclosed commons of the 

manor and reviving the ancient name ( C H MS history of Kenwyn). 
28. See Pyder 29. 
29. Second name almost certainly Trewirgie, which occurs singly A R 1284. First name probably Tregoose, 2\ miles away, as indicated by E A 

1345 and separate tithing in DS; alternatively, possibly Trenowth, since that manor was held of Trewirgie and in early 16th century T M for 
each were appointed at same manor court (CH, MS history of Probus). But spelling in E A 1284 is clearly corrupt, and Trenowth appears 
regularly as separate tithing (no. 4). 

30. Cf. no. 6. 
31. First name clearly the Duchy manor of Tybesta; second either St. Michael Penkivel or Penknight in Lanlivery, 6 and 12 miles from 

Tybesta. Tybesta and Penkivel occur separately, A R 1284 and 1302, Penkivel in DS; there seems no manorial link between them. Pen
knight was acquired by Earl Richard c. 1270 and so came into same ownership as Tybesta, but does not occur as a tithing except 
(doubtfully) in E A 1345. 

33. T M appointed from Trebarthevy, 1550 (CH X I X 298). 
38. Places just over a mile apart. Gwarnick occurs singly, A R 1284 and 1302. 
39. See Pyder no. 30. Lanner was the barton or manorial centre for those parts of Cargoll which were in Powder. Tithing occurs as Cargoll 

Baron (a family name), A R 1284 and 1302, which has become 'barne' in DS (CH, MS history of St. Allen). 
40. See no. 56. 
45. Name now lost, was about \ mile NNW of Roche Rock ( C H HP/8) . 
46. The ancient name of the parish; E A 1284 adds 'pro reg. alloc. 2'. 
49. In 1284 St. Mawes vil l was denied separate representation at the Eyre, but allowed this in 1302; a tithing of St. Mawes (de Sco. Maudeto) 

occurs in A R 1302. The place was anciently called Lavausa, and the tithing listed in E A 1284 and 1345 probably represents it, but might be 
Levalsa in St. Ewe (Avalda, D B and 1346, Avalsa 1302 and 1407). The tithing in DS is undoubtedly St. Mawes, SS being paid by the 
Borough Portreeve. 



51. T M appointed 1666-97 from Penellick, Tregaminion, Treswithick, Coltrough, Trevillick, Kilmarth, Tr i l l , Mount-Bennet ( C H X I X 375). 
52. Not Penventinnie in Kenwyn, as it occurs with tithings around Fowey in A R 1284 and 1302. 
54. Occurs A R 1284 and 1302. 
55. Or possibly, if it represents the tithing of Trevelle in A R 1284 and 1302, Trevilla in Feock. 
56. Occurs A R 1284 (Lancogh) and 1302 (Nanhogh); possibly the same as no. 40. 
57. 58, 59, 60. Occur A R 1284 and 1302. 
Tithings not in tabulated lists: Domellick (see above); Landrayth A R 1284, St. Blazey; Fowey, AR. 1302 Faue, V F P claimed 1302; Polharmon 
in Tywardreath (see p. 299); Trevelle (see no. 55); Tregather A R 1284, possibly Trehaverne in Kenwyn and, if so, possibly the same as no. 53. 
V F P claimed at Truro and Probus, 1302 (see p. 284). 





H U N D R E D O F T R I G G 
Domesday 1284 1345 1650 Identification Map 

Egloshayl 71 Eglosheill 71 Egloshaile 3s. Egloshayle 1 
Penponta Penpout 

Penpont 
Lannousun 

21 

18 

Penpon 21 Penpont 4s. Penpont, St. Kew 2 

(3) 
Pendavid Bendeuy 36 Bendeuy 36 Pendery 4s. Pendavey, Egloshayle 4 
Lantmanuel Namail 3 Nansmaill 3 Lamelwyn 2s. Lemellen, St. Tudy 5 

Hundr. de Trig 9 Com. Cornub. 9 (6) Hundr. de Trig 
in Trig 

Trenidered Trelindret 11 Treyndret 11 Trenidrett 4s. Trehudreth, Blisland 7 
Tinten Tinten 12 Tynten 12 Tynten 3s. Tinten, St. Tudy 8 
Tra viscoh 
iiaii/wu 

Trenesquit 
Trevesquit 

18 Trenesquyt 18 Tresquite 6s.8d. Trevisquite, St. Mabyn 9 

Penquaro Peterow 6 Pencarou 6 Pencarrowe 3s. Pencarrow, Egloshayle 10 Penquaro 
Pe'cerow 

Boddannan 27 Bodannan 27 Bodannon 6s.8d. Bodannon, St. Endellion 11 
Delio Deliodbol 6 Delioubell 6 Dely Is. Delabole, St. Teath 12 

Delioubol 
Dely 

Gluston Bliston 33 Bliston 33 Blisland 13 
Canta H Canga 11 Cant Is. Cant, St. Minver 14 

Berner Broneyr 2 Berner 21* Borneare 4s. Burniere, Egloshayle 15 
Rugog 9 Rugog 9 Pooke 2s. Rooke, St. Kew 16 

Delio Delioner 
Deliomer 

9 Delioum' 9 Delymeere Is. Delamere, St. Teath 17 

Polrod Polroda 15 Polroda 15 Polroade 6s.8d. Polroad, St. Tudy 18 
Killigen 9 Keligryn 9 Killigreene 2s. Kellygreen, St. Tudy 19 
Portligwyn 11 Porthquyn 11 Porthquin Is. Port Quin, St. Endellion 20 

Roscaret Roscarreck 
Bighan 

3 Rescarekbian 3 Restarrocke 2s. Scarrabine, St. Endellion 21 

Tregaraduc Tregradeck 16 Trecradek 15* Tregarrecke 3s. Tregardock, St. Teath 22 
Lancharet, Lancarff 6 Lancarf 6 Luncarffe 2s. Lancarffe, Bodmin 23 

Nantchert 
Pentir H Pentyr 11 Pentire Is. Pentire, St. Minver 24 
Trewornar 18 Treworman 3s. Trewornan, St. Minver 25 



Domesday 1345 1650 Identification Map 
Penrosburdon 12 Penrosburdon 12 Penrosebuden 6s.8d. Penrose Burden, St. Breward 26 

Chilcoit Killigint 18 Kilquytt 18 Colquite 6s.8d. Colquite, St. Mabyn 27 
Killiquit 

Kilquytt Colquite Colquite, St. Mabyn 

Trediseck 18 Tedreysek 18 Tredrissicke 3s. Tredrizzick, St. Minver 28 
Heligan 9 Helygan 9 Helligan 3s. Helligan, St. Mabyn 29 

ivuscai Li R pQlcarrfvlmm 
i V LaXul 1 V r> ill 1 1 

9 1 ? OCJ^t'ol/ IV, 
fVCNMdICKJII 

9 U J , c t n rrx\rlxa 9c ja. O ftPPOIVOcV C/ HI,H0lll/,O 
l\OM-d11 OCK, oi. nnueiuuii 

in 
Lannohoo Linnoban 66 Lanoum' 66 Lanowmeere 6s.8d. Lanow, St. Kew 31 

Linnoum' 
Lanow, St. Kew 

Bodymel 12 Bodynywell 12 Bodinell 3s. Bodiniel, Bodmin 32 
Bodyniel 

Bodynywell Bodiniel, Bodmin 

Trehaneck 6 Trehanek 6 Trehennecke 2s. Trehannick, St. Teath 33 
Hellaund 6 Hellond 6 Helland 2s. Helland 34 

Hamotedi Tamitethy 12 Hametethy 12 Hamatethy 2s. Hamatethy, St. Breward 35 
Hamitethy 

Hamatethy Hamatethy, St. Breward 

Lanowseynt 18 Lanouseynt 18 Lanowsent 3s. Lanow Saint, St. Kew 36 
Treluga Trellugan 18 Treligga, St. Teath 37 

1284: 36 tithings 4751 acres (Carew 4731) 
1345: 35 tithings 4751 acres (MS 475) 
1650: 33 tithings Smoke silver £5 7s — (MS £5 4s) 

Perquisites 1 10 

£6 17s 

T R I G G 
Certain tithings occurring in 1512 and 1540 are listed in PRO, 164/45. 

2. Rather than Penpont in St. Breward, not recorded until c. 1550. 
3. A mis-spelt duplicate of no. 36. 
4. Rather than Pendavy in St. Breward or Pendewey in Bodmin. 
5. Rather than Lemail in Egloshayle. Occurs as Lammaelwen A R 1284, Lanmaelwen A R 1302. 
6. These mysterious entries in E A 1284 and 1345 are hard to explain; perhaps the MS upon which both versions depend had an illegible name 

at this point, possibly Penmayn in St. Minver which occurs at a tithing in A R 1302. 



7. Identification doubtful from place-name evidence, but a 17th century custumal of the manor shows that it was a tithing (Maclean, Trigg 
Minor I 87-94). 

11. The tenements paying SS in 1569 are recorded ( C H X X V I I 51) as Trelights and Trewethert in St. Endellion; Hendra, Tregragon, Treligga, 
Tregonnick, Meadrose, Dawnandosell and Dannonchapel in St. Teath; and also Trethevak (? Trewethick in St. Endellion), Little Kerowe 
(? Keiro in St. Minver), Trereby (? Trerubies in St. Teath), and Karkelly. 

12, 17. These represent the two D B manors of Delio. 
21. Nos. 21 and 30 represent the two D B manors of Roscaret. The modern name Scarrabine is a corruption of Roscarrock Bean, Little Roscarrock, 

this tithing being called Roskarec Minor, A R 1284. 
22. Rather than Tregarrick in St. Tudy or Tregaddock in St. Mabyn. 
25. See no. 37. Occurs as Tregornen A R 1284, Trewornan A R 1302. 
30. See no. 21. This tithing was Roscarrock Mur, Great Roscarrock, and occurs as Roskarec Maior A R 1284, Roscarecmur A R 1302. 
31. Lanow Mur, Great Lanow, the secular manor (cf. no. 36). Tithing called Lanhohou Mur A R 1284, Lannoumur A R 1302. 
36. See nos. 3, 31. This was the smaller, ecclesiastical, manor of Lanow. Tithing called Landoghou Seynt A R 1284, Lanouseynt A R 1302. 
37. Alternatively, a mis-copy of no. 25. 
Tithings not in tabulated lists: Trewathac or Trewaitha, P K 1201 (probably Trewetha, Trewethert (DB Treweheret), or Trewethick, all in St. 
Endellion, and possibly the same as no. 11, which received SS certainly from the second place and probably from the third); Temple A R 1284; 
Penmayn A R 1302 (see no. 6); Amaleglos A R 1302 (Amble in St. Kew); Trerogarth, PRO. 



H U N D R E D 

Domesday 1284 1345 
Henliston Hellesland 57 Hellislond 57 

Treualga 1 Q Trevalga i & 
Treuilla 3 Treville 3 

Crachemu Cracampton 12 Crakymton 12 
Disart, Lisart Dysard 6 Dysard 6 
Ulnoteston Wolueston 9 Wolveston 9 
Witemot Cydmonth 

Wydmouth 
7 Wydemouth 74* 

Pondestoc Powndstock 9 Poundestok 9 
Domnechenif Donneny 18 Donneny 18 

Treseward 74 Tresoward 74 
Botcinnu Bochym 

Bochyni 
21 Boceny 21 

Boleny 8 Bydeny 8 
Bodeny 

Treglastan Treglasta 3 J i reglasta i s 
Mokelound 8 Moukelond 8 

Motelound 
Treverbet Treverueth 9 Treberveth 9 
Gurdavalan Wortheual 29 Worthevale 19* 
Lisniwen Lesnewith 24 Lisnywyth 24 

Ebsett 21 Helyset 21 
Elsett 

Sanguinas S. Genys 10 St. Genes 10 
Walesbrau Whalsborow 8 Whalesbrew 8 
Ottram Otterham 12 Ot'ham 12 
Tremail Tremayl 6 Tremaell 6 

L E S N E W T H 
1650 Identification Map 

Helstone, Lanteglos 1 
Trevalga 4s. Trevalga 2 
Trevill 2s.8d. Trevilla, St. Juliot 3 
Cratington 3s. Crackington, St. Gennys 4 

Dizzard, St. Gennys c 
J Weston 4s. Woolstone, Poundstock 6 

Widmoth 4s. Widemouth, Poundstock 7 

Bunstocke 4s. Poundstock Q 

Downinny 8s.4d. Downinney, Warbstow 9 
Tredford 2s. (10) 

Bossiney, Tintagel 11 

Buny 3 s. Beeny, St. Juhot 1 V 
12 

Treglasta Ac f S . Trarvl Q eto 1~Ao \7rric 4/1AX7 13 
Tremoutha, St. Gennys 14 

Trebarwith 4s. Trebarwith, Tintagel 15 
Worthe Valle 2s. Worthyvale, Minster 16 
Lesnewth 4s. Lesnewth 17 
Hellsett 3s. Helsett, Lesnewth 18 

St. Ginnes 2s. St. Gennys 19 
Wolsborrough 4s. Whalesborough, Marhamchurch 20 
Otterham 2s. Otterham 21 

Tremail, Davidstow 22 



1284 
1345 
1650 

22 tithings 
22 tithings 
17 tithings Smoke silver 

Perquisites 

3374 acres 
328 acres 

£3 
1 10 — 

£4 10s — 

L E S N E W T H 

Various tithings occurring between 1616 and 1626 are listed in PRO, 23/8. 
1. Occurs as Helleslond A R 1284, Helleston A R 1302. 
5. Tithing called East Desert 1617, East Dissard 1620 (R. Parnall, Wreckers and Westlers, 1973, 53). 
9. Probably the tithing called Dauecin prioris (for Danecin) P K 1201; the priory of Tywardreath had an interest in Downinney. 

10. Not located. Occurs as Treseward and Trefoward, A R 1284. This manor took its name from a place now lost, but at one time included all 
St. Clether parish. 

11. Occurs as Boscyny A R 1284, Boschyny A R 1302. 
12. Tithing called Bythyny A R 1284, Bycheny A R 1302, Bunye PRO. Place called Beny and Benye by Norden, c. 1604. 
13. V F P claimed 1302 (see p. 284). 
14. Tithing not otherwise recorded. Place called Mouthelond 1303, 1428, Motelond 1346, Mouthe 1395, Mowthe alias Mouthland 1589, 

Tomoutha 1748, Tremoutha 1832. 
15. The form in DS (and PRO) supports this identification rather than Trebarfoote in Poundstock; the early forms of the two names are almost 

identical, and the identification of Trebarfoote with D B Treverbet may be mistaken. 
20. This proves the division of Marhamchurch parish between two hundreds (see Stratton nos. 12, 18, 19, 28). 
Tithings not in tabulated lists: Boscastle (Castle Boterel A R 1284, Boterelescastell A R 1302); Parva Bodewydek A R 1302 (identified by Rev. 
W. M . M. Picken as probably no. 10); Pengorth A R 1302 (Pengold in St. Gennys, D B Panguol, possibly the same as no. 14); Hendre A R 1302 
(one of the 6 Hendras in this hundred). 



H U N D R E D O F S T R A T T O N 
ON 

Domesday 1284 1345 
ivnaaeiion 1V11U U C l a l l U 68 u o \J[\c\c\p'\\r\T\(\ 

lvi. l U U t l l U I 111 
68 

Landseu 1 n i i n A A l AC 
L a U I l U c I c a 

vn 
z u 

T 'i i m o o l c 

1 l r l C U C l a T h i i r l p K p r A i. Q U I 1CUC1C 12 1 11 U I 1 C U C 12 
Wihc Weke 15 Wyke 15 
Waualeste waaiast 1 0 

11 
Wad.efa.st 1*7 1 / 

Wileurda Wyldsworthy 4 Willesworthy 4 
Tamerton 8 Tarn'ton 8 

Horniecote Harnacot 94 Hornyacote 94 
Mortun Morton i 

2 
Morton z 

Chilchetone Kilkampton 
& Allerton 
LX z Y i l v i I t ' l l 
Allercom 

7 0 
Do Kilcampton & 

Allercomb 
Do 

Straton Stratton 21 Stratton 21 
Maronacirca Marwyn-church 24 Marwynchurche 24 
Lega Loghe 

Leghe 
2 Leghe 2 

Chori Corg 
Cory 

1 Cory 1 

Fanceston 8 Fanceston 8 
Pennalum Pennalym 17 Penalym 17 

Efford Z l Efforde Z l 

Bere 3 Bere 3 
Hilton Hilton 20 Hilton 20 
Forchetestan Forkeston & 

Brendon 
4 Brendon 4 

Witestan Witston & 
S. Petnel 

2 Wittheston & 
Sherpknoll 

2 

Boiaton Boyton & 
Bradbridge 

94 Boyton & 
Bradrig' 

94 

Bryard 5 Brebard 5 
Norton Norton 6 

1650 Identification Map 
Medland 3s. Milton, Morwenstow 1 
Launcells Am I o 11 n AA 1 le L - a U l l L C l IN 7 Z 
T h i i r c , K A 0 r 0 J o . 1 11 U I 11 U C t l . L a 111H.C113 3 

Week St. Mary 4 
Wadfast 2s. Wadfast, Whitstone 5 

Willsworthy, North Tamerton 6 
Tamerton 8s. North Tamerton 7 
Hornacott 2s. Hornacott, North Tamerton 8 

Moreton, Launcells Q 

iviiKnampion ana / M a e r c o m D e 11/ 

6s.8d. n Stratton 6s.8d. Stratton n 

Marhamchurch 12 
Lee, Morwenstow 13 

Curry, Boyton 14 

Fonston, Warbstow 15 
Penhallen 4s. Penhallym, Jacobstow 16 
Ebbingford 3s. Efford, Stratton 17 
Beere 2s. Beer, Marhamchurch 18 
Helton 2s. Hilton, Marhamchurch 19 
Fraxton 5s. Froxton, Whitstone, and 20 

Brendon, Week St. Mary 
Whitstone and Sharpenhole 21 

Boyton 2s. Boyton and Bradridge 22 
Bradrich 2s. 

(23) 
Norton 2s. Norton, Launcells 24 
Impell hall 4s. Implehall, Week St. Mary 25 

http://Wad.efa.st


Domesday 

Orcert or Orcet 

1284 

1284: 
1345: 
1650: 

1345 

23 tithings 
24 tithings 
19 tithings 

1650 
Swannacott 
Orchard 
Harlett 

4s. 
2s. 

i d . 

Identification Map 
Swannacott, Week St. Mary 26 
Week Orchard, Week St. Mary 27 
Harlake, Marhamchurch 28 

3394 acres (Carew 3414) 
345| acres 
Smoke silver £3 — 8id (MS £3 8s id ) 
Perquisites 1 1 — 

£4 Is 8id 

S T R A T T O N 

Various tithings occurring in 1540 are listed in PRO, 162/9. 
1. This name occurs regularly with both -ton and -land forms. The form in DS suggests Medlands in Jacobstow, but this name is not recorded 

until 1838. 
4. See no. 25. Week and Week Burgh were recorded as separate tithings in 1540, PRO. 

10. Aldercombe is in Kilkhampton parish 1 mile from the village. Tithing called Kilkhampton A R 1284, Kilkhamlond A R 1302. 
12. E A 1284 reads 'Marwyn-church and extra', i.e. elsewhere. See no. 28. 
13. Rather than Leigh in Launcells or Week St. Mary. 
14. Rather than Cory in Morwenstow (first recorded 1666). 
15. The place-name evidence (Fonston being called Faunteston and Fonteston 1284, Fanteston 1311) establishes this identification, and proves 

that Warbstow parish was divided between two hundreds (see Lesnewth no. 9). 
18. Or possibly Beer in Boyton; both places are recorded in the 13th century. 
19. For a highway case in this tithing see p. 285. 
20. Tithing called Forkedeston A R 1284, Forkedestone A R 1302, Fraxton PRO 1540. The places were 3 miles apart with no. 5 directly between 

them, so the tithing was probably in two separate parts. 
21. The version of the second name in E A 1284 is mis-copied; the fief is called Wyteston and Schirpesnoll 1303, Witeston and Serpeknolle 1346, 

Whiston and Shepeknolle 1428, and the name is found as Sharpenhole in the Whitstone tithe apportionment, about 14 miles N E of the 
church adjoining the parish and county boundary. 

22. Bradridge is in Boyton parish less than a mile from the church. The tithings occur separately in A R 1284 and 1302 as well as DS. 
23. Not identified. The names in E A may both be mis-copied, perhaps for Orchard, in which case this would be the same as no. 27. 



25. The name occurs in a rate of 1738, linked with Burnwell (now Burdenwell) adjoining the village ( C H MS East Cornwall, 592). Probably the 
same as no. 4. 

27. Or possibly Cann Orchard in Launcells. Tithing occurs A R 1284 and 1302 and PRO 1540. See no. 23. 
28. Possibly the same as no. 12. 
Tithings not in tabulated lists: Poughill (Poungewell A R 1284, Poghewill A R 1302, V F P claimed 1302); Langeford A R 1302 (Langford in 
Kilkhampton or Marhamchurch). 





Domesday 1284 
Pennehel Penheal JO 

Item ibid. l 
Tredawel 13 

Trelosca Trelosk 14 
Kalestoc Tauestok 27 

Calestok 
Modeton 9 

Calwiton Cauilond 44 
Calilond 

Lanscaveton Launcelond 50 
Polofant Polisaund 6 

Polifaund 
? Treverim Trefrys 18 

Languiteton Lawytton 80 
Aisseton Haston 7 
? Landelech Landilp and 14 

? Legea Leghe 
Risleston Killaton 20 

Rillaton 
Treuaga 13 

Treviniel Trenymel 12 
Trevyniel 

Penpau Penpol 24 
Tribertha Treuartha 3 
? Landrei Landreyn 3 
Clismeston Clemyslond 50 
Halton Halton 18 
Niweton Newton 16 
Tremeton Trematon 80 

Lanrake 100 
Savioch Sheuiek 100 

1345 1487 
Penhell 36 

Itm. Ibm. 1 
Tredawell 13 Tredawell 
Trelosk 14 Treloske 
Calystok 27 

Moddeton 9 Motton 
Calilond 44 

Launcelond 50 
Prv1i*;aiiriH 
1 l7IJ.3a.UllU 

6 P n l v f a n n t 

Trevrys 18 Trefryes 

Lawhittaton 80 
Ayshton 7 Aysscheton 
Landilp and 14 ( Landulpe 

Legh ( Legh Durai 
Rillaton 20 

Treuaga 13 Trevaga 
Trenynyell 12 Trevenyell 

Penpoll 24 Penpoll 
Trebartha 3 Trebartha 
Landren 3 Waytes 
Clymmesland 50 
Halton 18 Halton 
Neweton 16 Neweton 
Trematon 80 
Lanrak 100 Lanrak 
Sheuyok 100 Shevyok 

1650 Identification Map 
Penheale, Egloskerry 1 

Tredowle 3s. Tredaule, Altarnun 2 
Treloske 3s. Trelaske, Lewannick 3 

Calstock 4 

Mutton 3s. Moditonham, Botus Fleming 5 
Callyland, South Hi l l and 6 

Callington 
Launcestonland 7 

Pollefante 2s. Polyphant, Lewannick 8 

Trefries 3s. Trefrize, Linkinhorne and 9 
Lewannick 

Lawhitton 10 
Aston Barrett Is. Ashton, St. Dominick 11 

( Landulphe 3s. Landulph, and Leigh in 12 
( Leighdurrant 3s. Pillaton 

Rillaton, Linkinhorne 13 

Trevago 2s. Trevague, Alternun 14 
Trefinnell 3s. Treveniel, North Hi l l 15 

Penpole 6s.8d. Penpoll, Quethiock 16 
Trebath 2s. Trebartha, North Hi l l 17 
Landrene Is. Landreyne, North Hi l l 18 

Stoke Climsland 19 
Halton 6s.8d. Halton, St. Dominick 20 
Newton 4s. Newton Ferrers, St. Mellion 21 

Trematon, Saltash 22 
Lanracke 13s.4d. Landrake 23 
Sheviocke 8s. Sheviock 24 

http://l7IJ.3a.UllU


Domesday 1284 1345 1487 1650 Identification Map 
Tregril T r e e i l l a 

l 1 V g l 11.1 
12 Tregrilla 12 TV/* nrvl 1 o 1 1 C J £ L V 11a Is. Tregroll 2s. Tregrill, Menheniot 25 

Penquite 11 Penquytt 11 L C11L] U V L C Is Penquite 2s. Penquite, St. Cleer and 26 Penquite 
St. Ive 

Carnaton Carnedon 8 Barnedon 8 Carnation 6d. Carnedon Lyer Is. Caradon Lyer, Linkinhorne 27 
Leyros 

Rame Rame 20 Rama 20 Rame 2s. Rame 4s. Rame 28 
Pennadelwan Bennalua 20 Benalua 10* R/*n 1 1 v i I J G l i a l V a 2s. Bouguhos 4s. Bonyalva, St. Germans 29 
Ppnnphfllffflr Penhasgar 26 Penhauger 26 Penhauger 1 G f\A 

1 S . D U . 
Pentrowgere 4s. Penhawger, Menheniot 30 Ppnnphfllffflr 

Penhaugar 
Thorleton 5 Chorleton 5 Cnurleton oa. Charleton Is. Charaton, St. Ive 31 

Chorleton 
Carneton Cranydon 24 Carmedon 24 C a rna nrai v a i i i a u u i t 2s. Carnedon Prior 4s. Caradon Prior, Linkinhorne 32 Cranydon 

Prior 
Buysworek 10 Enyswork 10 Enyswork 6d. Insworke Is. Insworke, Maker 33 

Enysworek 
St. German S. Germyn 37 St. Germyn 36* St. Germans 34 
Hamet Hamet 7 Hamet 7 Hamet 6d. Harnett Is. Hammett, Quethiock 35 

1284: 35 tithings 938 acres (Carew 927) 
-

1345: 35 tithings 927 acres 
1487: 27 tithings Smoke Silver £2.4s.4d. (half year) 
1650: 27 tithings Smoke Silver £4.11s.8d. (MS £4 15 8) 

(Bailiff retained perquisites) 
1726: 27 tithings Smoke Silver £4.11s.8d. 

E A S T 

For this hundred, as well as the usual E A and DS lists, there are two additional lists of tithings dated 1487 and 1726. The former is from the 
Tourn held at St. Ive in October 1487 (CRO C Y 7249) and records a half-year's SS for each tithing; the 27 tithings listed are as in DS (assuming DS 
Bouguhos to be no. 29), and the half-yearly SS corresponds with the full year in DS except for nos. 2 and 30. The list of 1726 is Sir John Coryton's 
reckoning of SS arrears (CRO C Y 7359, see p. 301); it lists the same 27 tithings as in 1487 and 1650, and is not here tabulated. I t is the only 
list to name the parishes in which tithings are situated. 

1. The wording of E A 1284 and 1345 indicates 2 tithings here, but only one is reckoned in the totals. 
2. This and no. 14 show that part of Altarnun (normally reckoned as in Lesnewth hundred) was in East. 



4. Highly misleading printing error in E A 1284. Occurs as Kalistok, A R 1284 and 1302. 
6. Name now lost; here located at Callington. V F P claimed hut refused, 1302. 
7. Not the borough, but the manor of Launcestonland belonging to the Priory, which claimed V F P in 1302. This tithing is omitted from the 

lists at the Tourns of October 1487 and May 1488, but is listed (as Launcestonlond with no SS) in those of October 1488 and May 1489 
(CRO C Y 7250). 

9. Normally reckoned in Linkinhorne, but stated in 1726 to be in both parishes as given. For case regarding this tithing, see p. 285. 
12. The 'double tithing' recorded in E A 1284 and 1345 occurs as separate tithings in A R 1284 and 1302 and in the lists of 1487, 1650 and 1726 

(in the last, Lee Durant stated to be in Pillaton). 
13. Included the manor of Tremollet in North Hi l l (see p. 300). 
15. 1726, SS given as 2s., not 3s. as in DS. 
18. The identification of the tithing of Waytes in 1487 with the entirely different name in E A and DS is proved by the 1726 list, 'Landrean 

Waites in Northill, Is . ' In 1605 the tithing is called Landrein-Waytes ( C H X X 138). 
19. For 17th century (and probably much earlier) division of this tithing, see p. 279. For case relating to it, see p. 285. 
21. 1726, Westnewton in St. Mellion. 
23. For case see p. 285. Probably the tithing called Laureton (? for Lanreton, P K 1201). 
25. V F P granted 1436 and 1487, see p. 284. 
26. 1726, two parishes as stated. St. Cleer is in West hundred, and it seems that Penquite in that parish, which adjoins the boundary with 

East and St. Ive, named a tithing in both hundreds (West no. 32). 
27. This and no. 32 are named from the manor of Carnedon or Caradon. 'Lyer' is Cornish lyha, least, but 'Prior' refers to ownership by 

Launceston Priory. 
28. 1726 SS 3s., not 4s. as in DS. 
29. The entry in 1726, 'Bonealva in St. Germans, 4s', virtually proves that 'Bouguhos' in DS is a grotesque mis-spelling of this name. 
32. See no. 27. 
33. 1726 SS 3s., not Is. as in DS. 
34. The episcopal manor of St. Germans, or Cuddenbeak; the tithing was always called Cuddenbeak in the 16th century ( C H X X I V 55, 58, 

64, 171). 
Tithings not in tabulated lists: Treubihan P K 1201 (Trebeigh in S t Ive, D B Trebichen); Tregenewar A R 1284, Trekyneuer A R 1302 (probably 
Trekenner in Laneast); Trewynk A R 1302 (possibly for Sewyok, Sheviock). 



H U N D R E D O F W E S T 
7)DtYlP?/f/IV AS KJ ft K M H I y 1284 1345 1650 Identification Map 

Cardinan z*r L^druendii 7d Z*r f^a r*/i Z*TV ri o yfcv 
u d r u c n n d i n 

OS. L_d I U l l l l l d l l l 1 
Ri"nt , i n n n .51 CUlgUIl u ' 1 ' n f i it i I L 1 1 X 1 C V l g U C 3s. T r e v e e o St I V i n n o w 2 

Trevigou 
Trevelloien Treuellawan 15 Trevelowen 15 Trelawny 6s. Trelawne, Pelynt 3 
Lanredoch Lanrethow 12 Lanreythou 12 Lanreathoe 4s. Lanreath 4 
Drainos Estdraynez 6 Estdraynes 6 Draines East ls.4d. East Draynes, St. Neot 5 
Tremethereht Tremethert 24 Tremethert 24 Tremadarte 8s. Tremadart, Duloe 6 
Rekaradoc Recradock 9 Recradok 9 Roscradocke 2s. Rosecraddoc, St. Cleer 7 

Lutcot 24 Loccote 24 Ludcott 4s. Lydcott, Morval 8 
Paindran Pendryn 6 Pendrym 6 Pendryne 3s. Pendrim, St. Martin 9 

Killigath 9 Kylgath 9 Killigarth 8s. Killigarth, Talland 10 
Plunent Plenynt 9 Plenynt 9 Pelint 6s.8d. Pelynt 11 
Mingeli Manely 12 Manely 12 Manelie 6s.8d. Manely, St. Veep 12 
Poleschat Polscoth 14 Polscoth 14 Polcoth 3s. Polscoe, St. Winnow 13 
DOl l l cu a 

y 
R n t i l p t DUL11CL q 

y 
DULUCycdie 4« 

*rS. 
D U L C i C L . X ^ d i l l C a l l l 14 

Chilorgoret Kilhgoreck o 
y 

Kylligorek Q 

y 
Killigarrocke do ITS. ]T 1 111 (T 1" >~ T T l l l l / N H 

jvirngorriMK, i / u i u c 
15 

Baurylen and a 
J Lamelyn a 

J • Lamelling 4S. Lamellyon, Lanteglos, and 10 
Hamiteth Hamelet Hamles Hammett, St. Neot 
Lenny len 

17 T*a w i t n n 
1 t\ v V I 1 U I I 

Fowyton 30 Fowyton 30 Fowyton 13s.4d. Fawton, St. Neot 17 
Treueruyn 6 Treverbyn 6 Treverbim 

Dorsett 
6d. Treverbyn, St. Neot 18 

Drainos West Draynez 6 Westdraynes 6 Draines West ls.4d. West Draynes, St. Neot 19 
Liscarret Laskerd 18 Lyskyrd 18 Liskeard 20 
Croutededor Crutour 9 Curtuther 9 Cartuther, Menheniot 21 
Treloen Trelowya 6 Trelowia 6 Trelawy 4s. Trelowia, St. Martin 22 
Trenant Trenant 6 Trenant 6 Trenante 4s. Trenant, Duloe 23 
St. Winnuc S. Wynow 44 St. Wynnow 44 St. Winnow 8s. St. Winnow 24 
Botchenod Bocunek 12 Bodonek 12 Bocunnocke 4s.3d. Boconnoc 25 
Trefilies Treuilias 3 Treuylias 3 Trevilliers ls.4d. Trevillis, St. Pinnock 26 

Trethu 6 Trethu 6 Trethrew 4s. Trethew, Menheniot 27 



is is f IPC own y 70RA 7745 1650 Identification Adap 
Nietestou C \ X 7 « * 

S. Wot 3 CN4- V n n H 

St . INeott 
j O l . I N C U l l I s 

J N . 
Cf \ f p n t on 

mm Ota l\cUl 
Perpol OA IA 

1 U M I C W I L L - u M i e w n n o JT U a l l C W y in 5 Forsnewth 2s. Fursnewth St. Cleer 30 
F osnewith 

JT U a l l C W y in 

T r p t h P W V 3 Trethewv 3 Tretherry Is. Trethevy, St. Cleer 31 
Penquite y Oj=MTV/-lll\'tf 

r^enquy it 
q 
y 

Ppnnuitp 3s. P p n n n i tp Sit l^lppr 32 
Botconoam Boccalawar 6 Doblerwern r 0 Boclorne Ac Id Ha. l u . Bucklawren, St. Martin 11 

JJ Tallan 6 Tallan 6 Tallon 4s. Talland 34 
Trethac Trethek 61 Trethaek 6* Trethake 8s.6d. Trethake, Lanteglos 35 
Langunuit Langonet 6 Langonyt 6 Langunnott 4s. Langunnett, St. Veep 36 
Raswala Rathwil 14 Rathwyll 14 Rafewell OS. Raphael, Lansallos J 1 
R m H p h n p D l U 111U K 3 R m H n V 

J J l U U U I k 
3 Brodocke 3s. Braddock 38 

Penfran 9 Penfran 9 Penfrayne 3s.ld. Penfrane, St. Pinnock 39 
Lantmatin Colmettyn 6 Lamettyn 6 Lametton 4s Lametton, St. Keyne 40 

Lanmettyn 
Kelly and 3 Kelly and 3 Killimixtou 4s. Mixton, St. Veep 41 

Mighstow Motelistou 
Cabulian Cabilia 18 Caballa 4s. Cabilia, Cardinham 42 

1284 41 tithings 377 acres (Carew 353) 
1345 41 tithings 3704 acres 
1650 39 tithings Smoke silver £8 12s Id (MS £8 l i s 9d) 

Perquisites 3 3 2 

£11 15 3 (MS £11 13 11) 

W E S T 
Various tithings occurring between 1616 and 1625 are listed in PRO, 164/56. 

3. See p. 299 for appointment by one manor court of two T M for nos. 3 and 34. 
5. This and no. 19 represent the two D B manors of Drainos. 
8. Identification confirmed by C H X X I V 227 ('Lutcott is a manor and tithing of itself and lieth in Morvell parish'). 



16. Hammett is 10 miles from Lamellyon, but was part of the manor ( C H X X I I I 75). 
17. This tithing was widely scattered and included Portlooe in Talland, 10 miles from Fawton (PRO Just/l/128/3m. 4). 
19. See no. 5. 
20. Not the borough, but the parish outside it which constituted a comital (later Duchy) manor. 
21. This and no. 27 prove that Menheniot parish was divided between two hundreds (cf. East nos. 25 and 30). 
29. Probably not the unimportant Penpoll in St. Veep, but a false entry duplicating East no. 16. 
31. T M chosen from East Darite, 1616 ( C H X I X 224). 
32. Rather than in Duloe or Liskeard. See East no. 26. 
34. See p. 296 for enforcement of frankpledge here in 1588. See no. 3. 
35. Rather than in St. Cleer. 
41. Tithing called Kellimighelstowe, PRO. Rev. W. M . M. Picken prefers this identification to the more obvious Mixtow in Lanteglos; Mixton 

was part of Colland and was called 'Colland Mixton' in 1655, which might explain the kelly- element found in the tithing name. 
42. Occurs as Cabilia, A R 1284 and 1302. 
Tithing not in tabulated lists: Trebanok, Trebennok P K 1201 (Trebinnick in St. Neot). 

T O T A L S F O R E X T E N T A A N D D U C H Y S U R V E Y 
Extenta 1284 

308 tithings 
4848 acres (Carew 55554, or 46354 by adding his hundred totals) 

Extenta 1345 
307 tithings 
48404 acres (MS 4866) 

Duchy Survey 1650 
269 tithings (includes Penwith figure from Peneheleg, 1580) 
Hundredal income of Duchy £81 15s 6d (MS £81 5s 3 d) 

u> 
1 4 1 
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APPENDIX 

E X T E N T O F T H E T I T H I N G O F T E H I D Y , 1603 
Abstracted from Henderson MSS, HB/5/112. The number of tenements at each 

place paying smoke silver is given, if more than one. Each tenement paid 2d. 
Camborne 
Camborne Vean Pengegan Entroll 2 
Candorowe Carnemogh Trewone 4 
Bollenowe 2 Chicarne Laytye 
D U s W1UUC11 V M H I L U I I 1 I L N K H I L U I Z 

Pendarvas Boswrannen Tolcarne Vean 
Villen Saundrye Tolcarne Veor Chindower 
Kellevoose 3 Geare Beripper 10 
Penpons Mill Penpons 5 Bussowsa 2 
Cb 1 1 rcb T A W U P S 
v <IIU 1 V U . 1 X' V> 1 IX cJ 

Polntrnnpe Crane 
Triswithan 3 Polstronge Vean Nansmillen 
Kellihellan Treworian Menederwa 
Rescaiege 4 Hellowe Tolgarrecke 2 
Kelleean Woolas Kelleean Wartha Pencobne 
Millenkeeve 2 Roskadenecke Roswarne Woolas 
Rosewarne Wartha 2 Tollgarracke Trewornowe 
Tokin Mill Reskere with Mr Reskere of Mr 

Pendarvas Sexens Bassetts land 2 
Tenement Reskere 
Boas Trevinster 
and Chibettowe 4 

Gwithian 
Pencobne Wartha Crane Godrevye 2 Godrevye 2 
Illogan 
Church Towne 3 Nance Chistue 
Rayle Rase and Vintanrase 2 Tolskethye Mill 
Chitroose Burnecoose Carnekye 3 
Letafitricke 4 Lanyne Grills 
Forreste Treskillard Veor Treskillarde Vean 
Carnarthar Veor Carnarthar Vean Bulleeacke 2 
Brea 2 Penhellacke Veor Penhellacke Vean 
Tregasoran Wartha 3 Tregasoran Woolas 2 Trelowth anhell 
Trelowth Woolas 3 Trevensen 3 Parke 
Tnl vn filter) i H I v a u u o i \tapnr 4 
Minwynyan 2 Merris 2 Chiton 
Pellawin Carvanell Tregea Wartha 
Tregea Woolas 2 Nansfeaden Trengove 
Kednitn 
Towne 28 Terrewe 1 retuia Z 
Selegan Treworgye Trevingye 
Teerwaste Tolgus 2 Tolgus Vean 
Laytye Rensowe Parke Ereesye 
Sins Voos Treleighe 2 
Cardrewe Woolas 2 Cardrewe Wartha 
Gwennap 
Skorrier 3 Talgullou Vean 2 Treskerbick 
Crowan 
Halegarracke Boteedar Trenowethe 
Gewe Trewenphe Trerannes 2 
Cargenvin Wartha Cargenvin Woolas Carnevolgh 2 
Polleowe Polleowe anneare Polleowe Vean 
Bodriviall Hellegan 4 Cardenam 
Trefule 3 

file:///tapnr
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Phillack 
Angarracke Gilforde 2 Nanspiscar 
Barnawoone Castell Kayle Kayle Moson 
Kayle Vean 
St Erth 
Trenhayle 
Total 241 tenements, smoke silver £2 Os 2d. 

E X T E N T OF T H E T I T H I N G OF T R E L E A V E R 
Abstracted from Henderson MSS, HB/8/76 (undated, early 18th century). The 

number of tenements at each place is given, if more than one. 
Smoke silver is not recorded. 

St Keveme 
Treleever 4 
Tregiden Mill 
Trelease 
Treveean 2 
Roscarnan 3 
Nangither 
Porthcoverack 2 
St Martin 
Hallegie 
Manaccan 
Rosemorder 
Total 52 tenements. 

Priscan 2 
Tregiden Wartha 
Lanarth 
Trevethian 5 
Poleguest 2 
Carnehohe 
Porbean 

Tre wince 2 

Kenewas 2 
Trelease Mill 
Grogwith 5 
Tremeaneheere 
Tregowris 3 
Roskurwell 4 
Trewillis 2 

Tredower 

E X T E N T OF T H E T I T H I N G OF W I N N I A N T O N 
From Penrose Estate MSS, seen by courtesy of Lt . Cmdr. J . P. Rogers (undated, 

late 17th century). Each place paid 4d smoke silver, unless a larger sum is stated. The 
number of tenements at each place is not given. 

GanwaHoe 
Winnianton Corte 
Toll Trenoweth 
Sowana Is 8d Chimdor 
Cury 
Nansploth 

Mawgan 
Tregadreth Veor 
St Martin 
Barramiler 
Ruan Major 
Trerice 
Penhale 
Mullion 
Tresprison 
Total smoke silver 9s 8d. 

Pentire and 
Lampra mill 6d 

Tregadreth Vean 

Tresise 

Hendra lOd 

Trenance Vean 

Hingye 
Chypye 
Gwills 

Treease 

Trenone 

Trembell 
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